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CHAPTER I

INTRODDCTICW

Coaaercial production of fresh aarket sweet com in appreci-

able quantities is of relatively recent origin in Florida. Production

was not of sufficient isportance to be reported by the U. S. Depart-

ent of Agriculture until the 1947-48 Marketing season when less than

one-half Billion crates were marketed. Production expanded rapidly

during the next five years to a 1952-53 level of 4.4 Billion crates.

Since that tiae the average rate of increase has been slightly less

than one-half Billion crates per year. The 1962-63 production was 8.8

Billion crates and the value was slightly less than 18 Billion

1
dollars.

The rapid expansion of the sweet com industry in Florida has

been Bade possible by a nuBber of production and Barketing innovations.

The adoption of these innovations has necessitated many adjustaents

in the traditimaal aarketing systea. In the process of asking these

adjustaents the industry has encountered nuaerous aarketing probleas.

The availability of aarket research results, or even econoaic data,

has often been too liaited to serve as a guide in solving aany of

the probleas.

USDA, AUS, Florida Crop and Livestock Reporting Service,
Florida Agricultural Statistics, Vegetable Suaaary, 1963 Issue ,

Orlsndo, Florida.



A state aarketlng order was adopted in January, 1963 which

covered a large segaent of the industry. Concurrently, the Florida

Sweet Corn Exchange, a cooperative bargaining organization of sweet

corn growers, was organized. The purpose of this organization and

the marketing order was to provide the industry with the organization

and control to obtain more orderly marketing of sweet corn.

The Problem

The adoption of the Sweet Corn Marketing Order (as amended,

1962) and the formation of the Florida Sweet Corn Exchange offered

an opportunity to work effectively on many industry marketing problems,

but it also presented a challenge for effective and wise leadership

in carrying out marketing programs „ The leaders of the Exchange and

the Marketing Order assumed a new responsibility to the industry

since their decisions affected not only their own businesses, but

those of all the industry. These organizations provided no more than

the mechanism whereby industry-wide decisions could be made and

implemented. Individual marketing problems must be studied, alterna-

tives considered and courses of action decided upon., The extent to

which either the Marketing Order or the Exchange can be effective in

solving individual marketing problems depends upon the wisdom of the

decisions made by the leadership.

A major problem for the leadership of the Marketing Order and

the Exchange has been that of finding sufficient facts on which to

base decisions. Insufficient information has been available on the

market structure of the industry. Basic information, such as the



relative laportance of various handlers in the marketing systea, the

iaportance of different aetbods of selling and the pattern of ship-

ents to the principal terminal markets has been inadequate. Even

less was knovn about levels of shipments and prices which would

maximize industry benefits.

Under the Marketing Order and Exchange organizations a more

complete knowledge of the market structure and the economic processes

is necessary, since more decisions must be made at the shipping point

level. Industry benefits from these organizations cannot be maxi-

mized unless those charged with their administration have adequate

econ<»ic information and an understanding of the economic effects

of their actions.

Purpose of Study

A primary purpose of this study was to develop basic

economic information necessary to an understanding of the market

structure of the Florida Sweet Com Industry. This included the

develo{»ent of quantitative measures reflecting the importance of

types of organizations handling com, geographic sales and market

areas, sales procedures and seasonsl effects. Determining the

important interrelationships between these and other factors was

a part of the purpose also.

The secondary purpose of the study was to develop economic

guidelines to decision making based on a theoretical economic model

of the industry. Estimates of the demand elasticities for sweet

corn were necessary to augment the use of these theoretical guide-

lines.



Review of Literature

EconoBlc aarketlng research relating to the sweet corn Industry

has been Halted, priaarily because the Industry becaae of aajor ia-

portance in Florida only in the last decade, Grelg and Spurlock pub-

2
llshed soae of the earliest aarketing research on com in 1956. In

this study of aarketing aargins a variation of the case study approach

was used. A Halted tlae period. May 10-14, 1955, was used to il-

lustrate the aarketing costs incurred at each level of the aarketing

systea in aoving a car of sweet com froa Belle Glade, Florida through

the retail level in Baltiaore, Maryland, A suaaary of the results in-

dicated that grower returns were low during this peak season of ship-

aents:

The Belle Glade grower received a gross return of $0.67
per crate for this car of sweet corn shipped to Baltiaore
during the heavy shipping season. Out of the $0.67, the
grower had to cover all costs of production. After the costs
of the container, picking, packing and shipping point aarket-
ing charges were added, the f.o.b. shipping point price was
$1.70 per crate„ The wholesale selling price was $2.75 and
the retail price was $3.87 per crate.

Showalter et al ^, collected a saaple of 2,200 shipaent

4
invoices in the 1953-54 aarketing season fr<^ four sales firas.

2
W. Salth Grelg and A, H, Spurlock, Margins and Costs In Market-

ing Florida Sweet Corn (Washington, D.C. : U.S„ Departaent of Agriculture
In cooperation with Florida Agricultural Experiaent Station, Misc. Pub.
No. 719, April, 1956.)

^Ibld. , p. 10,

4
R. K„ Showalter etal. , Long Distance Marketing of Fresh Sweet

Corn (Gainesville, Florida: Florida Agricultural Experiaent Station
Bulletin 638, Noveaber, 1961.)



Sales were observed to 144 cities in 34 states, the District of

ColuBbla and four Canadian provinces. It was shown that cities

receiving larger voluaes were found to account for a high per-

centage of the total shipments

:

More than 85 percent of the corn went to cities receiving

5,000 or Bore crates each. Cities receiving less than 5,000
crates represented 73 percent of the nuaber of cities, but
took only 15 percent of the total voluae.

Showalter etal . , also found that the aonthly average f.o.b.

prices of aost grades of sweet com declined steadily throughout the

season and that prices of U.S. No. 1 averaged 25 cents less than

U.S. Fancy. U.S. No. 2 averaged 88 cents less than U.S. No. 1,

but Unclassified was higher than U.S. No. 2. Price differences

between U.S. Fancy and U.S. No. 1 tended to becoae larger as the

season progressed. The f.o.b. price for all corn averaged $2.02 per

crate over the entire 1953-54 aarketing season.

The f.o.b. basis of sale was found to account for 88.0 per-

cent of the total shipaents. Delivered and consigned sales accounted

for only 4.7 percent and 7.3 percent of the shipaents, respectively.

An inverse relationship was found to exist between f.o.b. prices and

the aonthly rate of shipaents:

On the average, an increase in aonthly shipaents of each
100 cars in the 1953-54 caused a decrease in aonthly foO.b. price
of U.S. Fancy corn of about 5 1/2 cents per crate. Increasing
shipaents depressed the price auch aore than this in the early
part of the season, and less than this in the latter part.®

^Ibid., p. 10,

^Ibld., p. 19.
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Brooke, In a 1962 study, found that sweet corn shippers have

been shifting froa the use of rail to truck transportation. Truck

shipaents rose froa 44 percent of the total in 1954-55 to 56 percent

in 1961-62. Based on shipaent data Brooke aade several other ob-

servations concerning the distribution of Florida sveet com:

Data on the distribution of corn are available only for
soam 37 cities reported by the Florida State Marketing Bureau.
Those cities received 72 percent of Florida's sweet corn ship-
aents in 1960-61. The data indicate that: (1) Shipaents by
rail are greater than shipaents by truck to the aore distant
aarkets of the Kortheast and Midwest, (2) truck shipaents
predoainate to southern and western aarkets, (3) the larger
cities receive the largest supply of Florida com, (4) Florida's
aarket for corn, as for aost other vegetables, is in the
eastern half of the United States. Florida ships relatively
little corn to destinations north of Texas that are west of
the Mississippi River, (5) Florida's shipaents to these
37 aarkets are about 30 percent of their total receipts of
com during the year.

Procedure

As a part of the field work on this study, two types of

inforaation were obtained froa Florida sales flras handling sweet

corn. These were (1) inforaation concerning the sales flras*

organization, aethod of operation and aarketlng probleas and (2)

data on sweet com shipaents during the 1962-63 aarketlng season.

A census of the 25 sales flras located in Florida's prin-

cipal production areas was aade to obtain the basic inforaation

on organization, aethod of operation and aarketlng probleas. The

Donald L, Brooke, The Florida Sweet Corn Industry, 1953-62
(Gainesville, Florida: Florida Agricultural Experiaent Station Agri-
cultural Econoalcs Miaeo Report 63-4, Deceaber, 1962.)

®Ibid., p. 11.



•nager, or his representative, was interviewed, following a nimber

of predetemined questions as shown in the questionnaire in Appendix

A. The cooperation of all sales firas was obtained in supplying aost

of the information needed for this phase of the study.

Specific data on sweet com shipaMnts were obtained froa 19

of the 25 sales firas. Six firas were not willing to cooperate. A

10 percent stratified randoa start systeaatic saaple of the shipaent

invoices was selected to obtain data for this phase of the study.

Data on date of shipaent, type of buyer, basis of sale, type and

grade of com, aarket destination, size of shipaent and adjusted

f.o.b. price were collected on a field survey fora as shown in

Appendix B. These data were coded as they were collected so they

could be entered on IBM cards. A aultiple tabulation prograa of

the IBM 1401-709 was used to carry out the tabular analyses.

A theoretical econoaic aodel of the industry, based on

the tabular analyses of the data obtained froa sales firas, was

developed. Secondary data froa the Sweet Com Exchange, the

Marketing Order's Adainistrative Coaaittee and govemaent

agencies were used to augaent the invoice data. Applicable

econoaic theory which could serve as guidelines to aarketable

output and price decisions was drawn froa the writings of noted

econoaists and developed into a theoretical aodel suitable to

explain how profits to the industry could be aaxiaized.

Secondary inforaation froa the Exchange and govemaent

reports were used to obtain the data for the deaand analysis of

sweet com at the f.o.b. level. Graphic analysis was used to

establish preliainary relationships between variables. The



stepwise Multiple regression prograa using the IBM 1401-709 was used

to select variables statistically significant in explaining price

variations. This regression technique was used to develop equations

which served as a basis in obtaining price elasticities.



CHAPTER II

THE OEVELOPHENT AND IMPORTANCE OF THE
SWEET CORN INDUSTRY

United States

E«rly Developaents

The first reference to the existence of sweet corn as a

distinct food Is found In Tboauis Jefferson's Garden Book of 1810.

By 1828 sugar, or sweet, com was listed In seed catalogs although

no variety nsaes were given. During these early years sweet com

was produced largely as a garden crop and was not liq>ortant coa-

ercially.

The perishability of fresh sweet com has affected the

developiMnt of this industry throughout its history. Sweet com

production in the United States developed in several truck faming

areas adjacent to cities. Large concentrated production areas, such

as the wheat and com belts, did not develop in the sweet com industry.

The traditional pattern, which prevailed until World War II,

was one where fresh aarket production was dispersed aaong nuaerous

truck faming areas. New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, which

were densely populated areas, were also the three leading sweet

A. T. Erwin, "Sweet Com—Mutation on Historic Species?"
Economic Botany, Vol. V, No. 3 (July-Septeaber, 1951), pp. 302-6.
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2
corn producing states in 1939.

Post-World Wsr II Developments

The traditional pattern of sweet com production changed

following World War II. Production in the truck crop areas near

large cities began to level off and new specialized production areas

developed. Andrews observed this development in his study of the

Midwest sweet corn industry:

Important changes appear to be underway in all fresh
market vegetable production, with production shifting from
nearby truck farms to more distant specialized farms, and

with an increase in out-of-season production. Around the

largest cities, expanding suburbs have taken up farmland
previously in vegetable crops. Expansion of chainstore
operation into smaller communities and servicing of the

chain retail outlet from centrally located depots have

shrunk auirket outlets of the truck gardeners supplying
these sauiller urban centers.

Substantial shifts to more specialized areas of production

occurred within the traditional seasons. Ohio replaced the eastern

states as the leading producer of summer fresh market sweet com in

1963. Other leading states were New Jersey, New York and Pennsyl-

4
vania, respectively.

Seasonal Shifts in Production

A most important development, especially to the southern

^USDA, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Commercial Truck Crops
for Fresh Market and Processing, 1939-45 (Washington, D.C., June,

1947), p. 69,

3
Richard A. Andrews, The Midwest Sweet Corn Industry (Minneapolis,

Minnesota: Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 450,
June, 1959), p. 14.

^USDA, SRS, Crop Reporting Board, Vegetables—Fresh Market, 1963

Annual Summary (Washington, D.C. , 1963) Vg2-2(63), pp. 36-37.
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producing areas, has b«en the growth of tha out-of-season production

•ntioned by Andrews. In another publication he elaborates further

on the iaportance of this developaent snd discusses other seasonal

shifts In production:

A Bost Important change In fresh market sweet corn aar-
ketlng to be noted is the rise in iaportance of the out-of-
season production. Winter, early spring and fall production
rose in iaportance froa 15 percent of the fresh aarket pro-
duction in 1949 to 30 percent in 1956, declining to 28 percent
in 1957. . . . Thus, the fresh aarket sweet cox>n aarketlng
trend is toward increasing iaportance of winter, early spring
and fall seasonal productitm. ...

The percentage of winter, early spring and fall production

continued to fall after the 1957 decline referred to by Andrews.

A low of 26.5 percent was reached in 1959, but since that tiae

this percentage has risen sharply. By the 1963 season 34 percent

of the fresh aarket com was accounted for by out-of-season pro-

duction.

laportant U.S. Production Areas

Twenty-seven states were reported by the U.S. Departaent of

Agriculture as coaaMrcial producers of fresh aarket sweet com in

Tlichard A. Andrews, A Study of the Sweet Com Industry in the
Midwest Fara Econoay (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Minnesota Agricultural
Experlaent Station, North Central Regional Publication No. 95, June,
1959), p. 20.

g
USDA, SRS, Crop Reporting Board, Vegetables for Fresh Market ,

1954-59 (Washington, D.C.. Statistical Bulletin No. 300, Deceaber,
1961), p. 64, and USDA, SRS, Crop Reporting Board, Vegetables—Fresh
Market, 1963 Annual Suaaary (Washington, D.C. , 1963) Vg 2-2(63),
pp. 36-37.
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1963. Florida, as may b« se«n in Table 1, produced alaost 30 per-

cent of the total production. The three states, Florida, California

and Texas, which supply sweet com in the out-of-season aonths, pro-

duced 42 percent of the total com. California also produced com

during the late spring and Bummer aonths, thus, asking the total

production of these states exceed that of the total out-of-season

production cited earlier. Production of aain season sweet com

was divided saong the reaaining 24 states and Califoi^la. Distri-

bution of this voluae ranged froa 7.6 percent in Ohio down to 0.3

g
percent in Arkansas.

Table 1.—Acreage and productitm of states harvesting 10,000 or aore
acres of fresh aarket sweet corn, 1963

State Harvested Acreage Production
State Production
as Percent of
U.S. Total

Florida
California
Ohio
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Texas
All others

Total

Acres
50,300
19,100
13,700
14,500
16,100
18,500
14,000
12,000
51,950

210,150

1,000 cwt.
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Sweet Corn's laportance In the Vegetable Industry

Fresh aarket sweet com in the United States was estiaated

to have a value of over $52 illion in 1963. Excluding aelons and

potatoes, its 1963 value was exceeded only by that of toaatoes,

lettuce and onions (Table 2). The seven-year average of the value

of vegetables in the United States indicated that sweet com ranked

fifth. Sweet com was exceeded only by lettuce in the nuaber of

acres harvested both in the seven-year average and in 1963.

Table 2. —Value and harvested acreage of the five principal
vegetables" produced in the United States, 1957-63
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period, but had risen to a high of 8.1 pounds by the 1955-59 period

(Table 3). Per capita consuaptl<m dropped to 8.0 pounds during the

1960-62 period, but this decline «as too saall and the period too

short to Indicate any trend.

Table 3.—Civilian per capita c(msum)tlon of fresh market sweet com
and total vegetables* (fara weight basis), united States, 1920-62

Tear Sweet Com Total Vegetables

Pounds

1920-24
1925-29
1930-34
1935-39
1940-44
1945-49
1950-54
1955-59
1960-62

2.54
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trend for fr«»h •rket vegetable* , fresh aerket «weet com consuj^tion

per capita haa risen slightly since World War II.

An insight into the nature of this rise in sweet com consisption

ay be gained by examining these data closely. If the annual per

capita consumption is divided between the main season, May 15 through

September 31, and the out-of-season, October 1 through May 14, it

may be noted that main season consumption has declined since 1949

(Table 4). The increase in per capita consumption of sweet com

has been provided by the growth in out-of-season consumptimi. Per

capita consuf^tion during the out-of-season period increased from

1.2 pounds in 1949 to 2.7 pounds in 1963. Main season per capita

conaumption declined from 6.4 pounds to 5.3 potinds during this

same period.

Table 4.—Civilian per capita consumption of fresh market sweet com
by seasons (farm weight basis), United States, 1949-63

Year
Out-of-season Main Season

Oct. 1-May 15 May 16-Sept. 30
Annual
Total

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

1.2
1.7
1.4
1.9
2.0
2.4
2.5
2.5
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.4
2.7

Pounds

6.4
6.0
6.2
5.9
5.8
6.1
5.7
5.4
5.4

6.1
6.2
5.9
5.8
5.5
5.3

7.6
7.7
7.6
7.8
7.8
8.5
8.2
7.9
7.7
8.4
8.5
8.1
8.0
7.9
8.0

Source: USDA, Agricultural Statistics, 1962 (Washington, D.C.:

Government Printing Office, 1963), pp. 302-303; USDA, ERS, Supplement
for 1962 Consumption of Food in the United States, 1909-52 (Washington,

D.C., October, 1963 J p. 13.
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In 1963 out-of-season per capita consuaptlon reached a peak

of 2.7 pounds and the aain season consuaption was at a low of 5.3

pounds. However, even during this year, the average Monthly rate

of consuaption during the aain season was aore than three tlaes

that of the out-of-season period. The average aonthly rate of c(»-

suaption between Hay 16 and Septeaber 30 was 1.2 pounds per person

and that during other aonths was only 0.4 pounds per person.

Several factors, such as price, quality, availability and habit

of consuaption, account for this difference. Even so, in view of

the trend of consuaers toward a less seasonal diet, this difference

in the consum>tion pattern appears to offer an opportunity and a

challenge to out-of-season production areas.

Florida

Rapid Expansion of the In<luatry

Florida , which entered the fresh aarket sweet com industry

as a "Johnny-coae-lately," has in a little aore than a decade bee

the "Paul Bunyan" of the industry. Florida did not enter the c

aerclal sweet com aarket in any significant aanner until after

World War II and by 1963 produced aore than three tiaes the fresh

aarket production of its largest coapetitor (Table 1).

The 1919 Census of Agriculture showed <mly 647 acres of

sweet com in Florida. (This was the earliest census whidi in*

eluded sweet com acreages.) By 1929 the acreage of sweet corn

in Florida had increased to 5,549, and by 1939 to 6,367. The

value of the crop was only $192,000 in 1929 and $148,000 in 1939.

Beginning in 1939, sales of sweet com were reported annually for
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each of Florida's state faraers* aarkets whera any was sold. It is

interesting to note that in 1939 about one-third of the state's

acreage was in the Starke area (Bradford County) and very little

was produced in South Florida where aost of it is now grown.

Expansion of the industry was eztreaely rapid after 1947-

48 when production was 480,000 crates (Figure 1). During the first

five years production increased over nine-fold or to a level near

4.4 Billion crates in 1952-53. Since 1952-53 Florida production

has increased at an average annual rate of a little less than one-

half Billion crates per year. Production for the 1962-63 season was

estiaated at 8.8 Billion crates.

Seasonality of Production

Florida produces sweet com in three seasons, the fall which

extends froa October 1 through Dec^ber 31, winter froa January 1

through March 31, and spring froa April 1 through June 30. Spring

production is the largest. A three-year average, 1960-61 through

1962-63, indicated that 74 percent of the total production was

harvested during the spring. Fifteen percent was harvested during

the winter and 11 percent during the fall.

Fall production increased froa 1952-53 through the 1958-59

sesson, but has leveled off at slightly below a Billion crates

since that tiae (Figure 1). Winter production has followed no clear

trend in recent years. Tlie winter season has had the greatest year-

to-year variations in productim, due aostly to cold weather, al-

though considerable variability was evident during all seasons.

Expansion of spring production froa 3.3 Billion crates in 1952-53
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to 6.5 llllon crates In 1962-63 has accounted for Bost of the

growth in production.

Prodxictlon Risks

Year-to-year varlatlmis In the seasonal production of sweet

com have resulted fro* chanj^s in yields and changes In planted

acreages. Average yields of sweet com have varied froa over 200

crates per acre down to zero, or total loss. Production risks are

the prlaary factors ccmtrlbutlng to yield variations. Eztreae

teaperatures, excessive rainfall, high winds. Insect daaage and

plant diseases all represent production risks which growers aust

face. In favorable years losses due to these risks, of which low

teaperatures are aost laportant, are low and yields high. In other

years, yields aay be low with substantial acreage being lost.

Variations in plantings are affected by expectations of

future conditions, prlaarily those of yield and price. Past ex-

periences sre very laportant in arriving at these expectations.

For exaaple, increased plantings aay often be observed in years

following high prices. An exaalnatlmi of acreage planted, yields

and unharvested acreage provides an insight into the extent to

which production risks affect the Florida sweet com Industry.

Production risks appeared to be greatest during the winter

season (Figure 2). Over the 10 years, 1953-54 through 1962-63,

an average of 28 percent of the winter sweet corn acreage was un-

harvested. Acreage losses also d«Bonstrated the greatest range

of variability during this season. In 1958, 79 percent of the

planted acreage was unharvested, while in 1957 only 7 percent
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vas unbarvested. Tbe high losses In 1958 resulted froa a coaibl-

nation of frosts and freezes, excessive rainfall and prolonged

g
cold. Winter yields averaged 140 crates per acre, and ranged

froa 91 crates in 1958 to 164 crates in 1955.

Production risks in the fall were not as great as in the

winter, but greater than during the spring. An average of 16 per-

cent of the fall planted acreage was unharvested between the 1953-

54 and 1962-63 seasons. Year-to-year variations ranged froa a 32

percent loss in the fall of 1956 to a 2 percent loss in 1961.

Yields during the fall averaged the lowest of all seasons at 128

crates per acre over the 10-year period. They ranged froa 83

crates per acre in 1956 to 156 crates per acre in 1954.

Producticm variability was enhanced during the fall and

winter seasons by the tendency for low yields and high acreage

losses to be associated. This phenoaenon may be observed in the

fall season of 1956, 1960 snd 1962 when acreage losses were at

high levels (Figure 2). Yields during these saae years were at

low levels. This relationship would be expected since the daaage,

ost often froa cold teaperatures, noraally occurred late in the

growing season. While a freeze aay cause soae acreage to be

coapletely lost, other acreage would likely be daaaged to the

point that yields are lowered.

The spring season differed froa the winter and fall in

several respects. The percentage of unharvested acreage was auch

g
Florida Departaent of Agriculture, Florida State Marketing

Bureau, Annual Agricultural Statistical Suaaary, 1957-58 Season
(Jacksonville, Florida, Noveaber, 1958), p. 17.
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saaller than that of other seasons, averaging only 6 percent over the

10-year period. Neither were year-to-year variations In acreage

losses as great. Unharvested acreage ranged froa 18 percent in 1961

to 3 percent In 1963.

Yields during the spring averaged substantially higher than

during the fall or winter. Over the 10-year period yields averaged

184 crates per acre, ranging froa 136 crates In 1954 to 214 crates

In 1963. Yields and unharvested acreage did not appear to be as

closely associated In the spring as In the fall and winter. This

ay have been expected since aost weather daaage would likely have

occurred somi after planting and the crop would either have been

abandoned or would have aade a near coaplete recovery during the

spring growing season.

Coapetltlon

Florida encounters little competition froai other production

areas during aost of Its season. The most active harvesting period

for Florida begins around Noveaber 10. At this tlae (mly California

Is a factor In sweet corn production and their aost active harvesting

seasmi ends around Noveaber 20. No production area offers aajor

coapetltlon to Florida froa Noveaber 20 through Hay 1, when the aost

active harvest season for Texas spring corn begins. California enters

the aarket on Hay 15 followed by South Carolina and Georgia on June 1.

Alabaaa begins Its aost active harvesting period on June 10. These

states constitute the aaJor coapetlng areas during Florida's aarketlng
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season. This pattern shifts soaewhat froa year to year depending

on plantings and weather conditions.

The Magnitude of the coapetition offered by coapeting areas

is reflected by the distribution of average weekly sweet com ship-

aents froa Florida and other areas over the three years, 1960-61

through 1962-63 (Figure 3). Shipaents froa other areas continued

at a stable level up thx>ough aid-Noveaber , then declined for five

weeks and ended the last week of Oeceaber. Florida shipaents, which

reaained substantially higher than other shipaents after aid-October,

reached a peak during the last week of Noveaber, then declined

throughout the reaainder of the fall.

For the three-season period covered by Figure 3, no ship-

aents occurred froa coapeting states during the winter aonths and

Florida weekly shipaents tended to increase throughout the season.

Spring shipmnts began froa other states during the third

week of April and becaae fairly heavy by the first week of May.

They reaained near this level throughout the reaainder of the

season. Florida shit»ents increased throughout the spring to a

peak during the first week of June and then declined rapidly.

USDA, SRS, Crop Reporting Board, Usual Planting and
Harvesting Dates in Principal Producing Areas (Washington, D.C.
Agricultural Handbook No. 251, June, 1963).
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CHAPTER III

SHIPPING POIirr ORGANIZATION

Twenty-five sales firas were Included in the field census to

determine the organizational and Marketing characteristics of the

Florida sweet com industry at the shipping point. These firas mar-

keted 8,200,731 of the 8,804,000 crates of sweet com sold froa

Florida in the 1962-63 season as reported by the Florida Crop and

Livestock Reporting Service. According to these data only 6.9

percent of the Florida sbipaents were aade by firas not included

in the survey and aost of this voluae as aarketed froa saall scat-

tered production areas.

A panoraaic view of the developawnt and coapetitive position

of the Florida sweet com industry was presented in the previous

chapter. This approach, however, provided little inforaation on the

organisaticm and operatimi of the industry. This chapter provides

a aore detailed picture of the firas growing and aarketing sweet

com in Florida.

For the purposes of this study a sales fira was defined as

any person or organisation, either Incorporated or unincorporated,

which enters sweet com into the prlaary channels of trade. A

nSDA, AMS, Florida Crop and Livestock Reporting Service,
Florida Agricultural Statistics, Vegetable Suiaary, 1963 Issue ,

op. cit.

25
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fIra !• considered "entering sweet corn" only if the com is produced

by the fira or if the fira acts as the first handler of the com.

Sweet com sold froa a priaary sales fira to a seccmd fira, which

second fira then enters it into priaary channels of trade, does not

aake the second fira a sales fira as defined.

Growers include all perstms or organizations, either incor-

porated or unincorporated, who produce sweet com to be entered

directly or indirectly into the coaaercial channels of trade.

Growers

Data on growers were obtained froa inforaation provided by

sales firas and confiraed by records of the Florida Sweet Com

Advisory Coaaittee. All growers were affiliated with sales firas

in one aanner or another. In soaw instances, the grower and sales

fira were essentially the saae. A grower-sales fira, where pro-

duction and sales were carried out by a single organization, was

considered as one grower affiliated with one sales fira for pur-

poses of analysis. In firas handling corn for two or aore growers,

the nuabers of growers reported were used.

Wuabers and Sizes

Large growers, those producing 200,000 or aore crates an-

nually, predoainated in the producticm of Florida sweet com.

Although they accounted for only 10.1 percent of the nuaber of

growers, they produced 40.9 percent of the output (Table 5).

Mediua growers, those producing between 100,000 and 199,999

crates, accounted for 24.7 percent of the growers and 38.0
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percent of the production. Saall growers, those producing under

100,000 crates annually, accounted for 65. 2 percent of the growers,

but only 21.1 percent of the production. A total of 89 growers

produced the 8,200,731 crates of sweet com.

Table 5.—Distribution of growers and production, by size of grower,
affiliated with 25 Florida sweet corn sales firas, 1962-63 season

S ize of
Grower
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in affecting the profitability of sweet com froa year to year. All

plantings in one area or in one period may be lost due to weather

hazards. Larger growers can offset soaw of these risks by extending

production over the season or by adding plantings in other production

areas. Several of the large growers produce com in two or aore of

the production areas as well as extend their plantings over sore

than one season

„

Growers, in soae Instances, have been affected by the needs

of sales firas to obtain econoaies of scale. This was especially

true for the grower-sales fira organisations. In such instances,

a larger voluae of production was needed to achieve econoaies

froa the standpoints of servicing buyer accounts, as well as

personnel, building and equii»ent use.

Production econoaies, risks and sales fira needs play a

different role in the decisions of each grower depending upon his

situation and probleas. Soae aay expand production for one reason,

soae for another, while others aay feel their voluae is optiaua.

Nevertheless, froa the standpoint of the industry as a whole, these

forces have and will continue to encourage larger production units.

Sales Areas

Florida was divided into three sales areas. Belle Glade,

South Florida and Central Florida, for analysis purposes (Figure 4).

The Belle Glade and South Florida areas confora to the aarketing

areas established under the Sweet Com llarketing Order. The Zellwood

section produces aost of the sweet corn In the Central Florida area.

Scattered areas in northern Florida, which produced only 0.3 percent
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y/A Central Florida

South Florida

Belle Glade

Figure 4.—Florida sweet corn sales areas, 1962-63 season
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3
of the 1962-63 production, w«re not Included in this analysis.

The Belle Glade area had 71 growers who produced 6,037,348

crates of sweet corn in 1962-63. This accounted for 75.5 percent

of the growers and 73.6 percent of the production. This area is

located in western Pals Beach County and extends around the

southeast shore of Lake Okeechobee, centering near the town of

Belle Glade, Florida. Corn in this area is produced on peat and

uck soils of the "custard apple" and "saw grass" types which range

4
in depth froa three to 10 feet.

The South Florida area had only nine coanercial sweet corn

growers who produced 737,403 crates, 9 percent of the total pro-

duction. Priaary producing sections were eastern Pala Beach County,

Poapano section of Broward County, Homestead section of Dade County,

and saall sections of Lee and Collier Counties. Sweet corn in the

eastern Pala Beach and Poapano sections was produced on Leon-

Portsaouth sands and fine sands. Dade County production in the

Hoaestead section was concentrated on highly calcareous Perrine

aarl over oolite liaerock.^

There were 14 growers in the Central Florida area who

produced 1,425,980 crates of corn, 17.4 percent of the total

production. The priaary Central Florida area is the Zellwood

3
Florida Departaent of Agriculture, Division of Marketing,

Vegetable Suaaary, 1962 Issue (Tallahassee, Florida: 1963), p. 35,

Brooke, op. cit . , p. 2.

*Ibid.
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production section which is centered west of the town of Zellwood

in Lake and Orange counties and Just north of Lake Apopka. Corn

is produced in this section on auck and aucky peat soils which

a
vary in depth from four to 19 feet.

Since soae growers produced corn in aore than one area, the

sua of the growers operating in each area exceeded that for the

total nuaber of Florida growers. The proportion of growers falling

into the three size classifications was not significantly different

between the three areas (Table 6).

Table 6.—Distribution of growers and production, by size of grower
and sales area, 25 Florida sweet corn sales firas, 1962-63 season
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buy froa various growers at a coapetltlve price does not exist for

the sweet com industry in Florida. Only two sales firms reported

any direct purchases froa growers and this voluae was very saall.

The function of the sales fira in Florida is to act as an agent for

one or aore of its affiliated growers. In practically all cases,

the entire production of a grower was delivered to one sales fira.

Wuabers of Growers

Ten of the 25 sweet com sales firas in Florida have only

one grower as a source of supply—usually the saae fira was doing

both the growing and selling. These 10 single-grower sales firas

ranged in size froa over 800,000 crates annually to fewer than

50,000 crates. The other fifteen sales firas had two or aore

growers as a source of supply (Table 7).

Table 7.—Distribution of sales firas, by nuaber of affiliated
growers and sales area, 25 Florida sweet corn sales firas,

1962-63 season
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were single-grower sales tlrua, but in the other area two-thirds of

the firms fell in this class. The large finu in the Belle Glade

area attained their volume to a substantial extent by affiliating

with several growers. Thirty-seven percent of the firms in this

area had six or more affiliated growers compared with none in other

areas. The number of sales firms operating in each area was exag-

gerated somewhat by the fact that a few sales firms operated in more

than one area. This was especially true of the Central Florida area.

Methods of Organization

About one-half of the sales firms were organised as corporations,

one-fourth as cooperatives and one-fourth as partnerships or proprietor-

ships. The method of organization did not vary appreciably between

sales areas. The corporate organization was observed somewhat more

frequently in the Belle Glade and South Florida areas than in the

Central Florida area. A slightly higher proportion of cooperatives

were observed in the Central Florida area.

There appeared to be little relationship between the method

of organization of the sales firm and the number of affiliated growers

(Table 8). Both corporations and cooperatives were observed for all

grower-number classifications. Half of the firms with six or more

growers were corporations and the other half were cooperatives.

Indications are that the method of organization of the sales firms

was more a matter of personal preference or other considerations

than it was of the number of growers to be affiliated with the

sales firm.
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Table 8.—Distribution of sales firas, by niuaber of affiliated growers
and aethod of organization, 25 Florida sweet com sales firas,

1962-63 season
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Table 9.---Distribution of sales firas and crates sold, by size of
sales fira and sales area, 25 Florida sweet com sales firas,

1962->63 season

Sales Area

Size of
Sales Fira

Belle Glade South Florida Central Florida All Areas

Sales Crates Sales Crates Sales Crates Sales Crates
Firas Sold Firas Sold Firas Sold Firas Sold

Percent

Large 50.0 78,0 16.7 13,9 28.6 35,0 32,0 64,8
Mediua 25,0 18,5 33.3 58.7 42,8 47,3 32,0 27.1
Saall 25.0 3,5 50.0 27.4 28,6 17,7 36,0 8,1

Total 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0

Vegetables Handled

The iaportance of sweet com relative to other vegetables

aarketed by the sales fira is iaportant because the policies of a

fira in which several vegetables are aarketed are deterained by

the coabined needs of all vegetables handledo In aulti-vegetable

sales firas, it aust be realized that the aarketing policies and

practices followed in sweet com aarketing are not independent,

but are a part of the total sales fira operation. With this in

aind, an atteapt was aade to deteraine the nuaber of vegetables

other than sweet corn aarketed by the sales firas and the relative

iaportance of sweet corn in this array.

Twenty- four vegetables, other than sweet com, were handled

by the sales firas, but eleven of these were considered as ainor

vegetables since they were handled by three or fewer of the firas.

Ezaaples of such vegetables are anise, water cress and turnips.
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The reaalnlng 13 vegetables, plus sweet corn, are shown in Table 10.

The percentage of the sales firas which handled vegetables other

than sweet com ranged froa 67.9 percent handling cabbage down to

17.9 percent handling okra. Practically all major vegetables were

handled by the firas in all areas, but the relative iaportance of

each varied for one area to another.

Table 10.—Distribution of sales firas handling 14 vegetables, by
sales area, 25 Florida sweet corn sales firas, 1962-63 season
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that celery was their aost laportant crop. Sveet com ranked second

in iaportance in aany of the flras where celery was the principal

vegetable handled and vice versa. Celery ranked second where sweet

corn was aost iaportant. Either snap beans, cucuabers, radishes or

lettuce was the aost iaportant vegetable handled by the remaining

20 percent of the firms.

Although sweet com was an iaportant crop to most firms

and the leading one for 42 percent of the firms, it still may not

be assumed that the policies and marketing practices of the firms

were not affected by the marketing requirements of other vegetables.

Celery was particularly important to most firms. Even though the

other vegetables were not considered individually i^>ortant for

some firms the relative importance of sweet corn to the firms was

diminished when the entire srray of vegetables was considered.

Brokers

Due to the large number of brokers handling sweet com no

attempt was made to obtain a complete census as was done for the

sales firms. Judgment samples of brokers handling sweet corn were

selected and interviews were made to obtain information on their

methods of organisation and operation. A quantitative measure of

numbers, size and other factors was not obtained, but a fairly

complete picture of their role was presented by those interviewed.

A broker, by definition, is one whose business it is to

bring together a seller and buyer who are ready, willing and able

to trade. His authority is limited in the particular duty he

undertakes by the instructions of the seller or buyer he is acting for.
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Although all sweet corn brokers interviewed fell under this definition,

their Methods of operation and functions varied widely because (1)

they were agents for different principals, and (2) they operated under

different instructions. Brokers aay be classified according to the

identity of their principals either as buying brokers or as selling

brokers

.

Buying Brokers

The buying broker is the buyers' representative at the ship-

ping point and the fees for his services are paid by the buyer. His

Job is to negotiate the purchase of sweet corn according to the

instructions of the buyer. The interest of the broker is in seeing

that sweet corn purchases aeet the quality, size, price and other

requireaents desired by the buyer. Such purchases aay be aade in

the naae of the broker or the buying fira itself.

Buying brokers, as such, were relatively uniaportant in

the Florida sweet com industry. Soim sales were aade on this

basis, but as a rule, terainal buyers have not paid brokerage to

shipping point brokers in Florida.

Selling Brokers

The selling broker is the representative of the local seller

and his services are paid for by the seller. The Job of the selling

broker is to negotiate the sale according to the instructions of the

seller. The interest of the broker in this case is to sell sweet

corn at the aost favorable teras for the seller. The arrangeaents

between the broker and seller vary widely according to the needs

and interests of each. The aore coaaon arrangeaents and practices

followed by brokers are discussed briefly.
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Sweet corn sold through selling brokers aay be invoiced

either to the broker or the buyer, just as with the buying broker^

Through trade practices In Florida, aost corn Is Invoiced to the

broker who. In turn. Invoices It to the buyer. The broker collects

froa the buyer and then resits the payaent to the seller, less

brokerage fees. In actual practice aost brokers pay the seller

before receiving the realttance froa the buyer. The seller aay

or aay not know who the buyer of the corn was under this arrange-

aent.

Soae shipping point brokers handle com for several sales

flras while others handle com for only one, or a few. The dis-

tinction aust be kept In alnd between a broker who handles com for

sales flras and one who handles com for growers. Under the

definition used for a sales flra In this study, a broker handling

corn directly for growers Is classified as a sales flra since

he Is the first handler. This Is applicable even though the grower

aay pay a'\>rokerage fee,** rather than pay a share of "selling cost"

as aay be the case for other sales flras.

The nuaber of buyers to whoa brokers sell varies consider-

ably. Most brokers have a Halted nuaber of buyers with whoa they

tend to work on a recurring basis. Soae brokers aake practically

all their sales to a single buyer. These brokers becoae very well

acquainted with the needs of the buyer as well as with sources

of sweet com. Although these brokers obtain corn froa several

sellers and generally use only one buyer outlet, they are still

acting as selling brokers by definition since their services are

paid for by the seller. Selling brokers operating under these

arrangeaents are soaetlaes confused with buying brokers.



CHAPTER IV

MARKET STRUCTURE AND PRACTICES AT THE SHIPPING POINT

The basic organizational fraaework of the Florida sweet corn

Industry as It existed in the 1962-63 marketing season was discussed

in the previous chapter. This discussion does not relate how the

industry functions within this fraaework. The purpose of Chapters IV

and V is to describe the details of Florida sweet com Marketing

based on data froa the saaple of shipaent invoices, or stated another

way, it is to reveal the "whos, hows, whens and wheres" of the Industry's

arketing. Chapter IV is concerned with the functions at the shipping

points and Chapter V with those at the terainal aarkets.

Sales Firas and Voluae Observed

A stratified randoa start systeaatic saaple of the shlpaent

invoices was collected froa 19 of the 25 coaaercial sweet corn

sales tirma in Florida. Data could not be obtained froa the reaaining

six firas. Ten percent of the shi|Ment invoices, exclusive of

interpacklnghouse sales, were selected froa each fira according to

the saaple design, Interpacklnghouse sales were bandied separately

since they did not aove directly into the priaary channels of

trade, but were aore correctly a type of transfer between sales

firas.

The saaple Included 8.7 percent of the 8,200,731 crates of

40
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sweet corn bandied by tbe 25 sales firas operating In Florida during

tbe 1962-63 season. Tbe rate of saapllng varied between tbe tbree

sales areas. Tbe bigbest saapling rate was 9.3 percent in tbe Belle

Glade area. Tbe lowest saapling rate was in Soutb Florida where

only 4.1 percent of tbe area's sales were included. This was lower

than desired, but tbe total saaple rate was not greatly affected

since this area accounted for only 9 percent of the Florida sales.

The saaple froa tbe Central Florida area included 8.6 percent of

the area's sales.

A total of 2,533 shipaent invoices, exclusive of inter-

packinghouse sales, was selected for this saaple. An additional

239 interpackinghouse invoices were observed. A total of 711,758

crates of sweet com was accounted for in tbe invoices saapled

and tbe average size of sale was 281 crates. The value of the

sweet corn included in the saaple was $1,507,839 and the weighted

average price per crate was $2.12.

Grades

Tbe proportions of sweet corn which were classified in the

various grades were substantially different in this study froa

those observed by Showalter et al . , for tbe 1953-54 season.

Froa a saaple of 2,224 invoices for the 1953-54 season it was

found that 73 percent was U. S. Fancy, 12 percent U„ S. No. 1

and 13 percent U. S. No. 2. Unclassified corn aade up the

Showalter et al., op. cit., p. 16.
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reaaining 2 percent of the shlpaents.

There were no U„ S. Mo, 1 or 0. S„ No, 2 grade sblpaents

observed In this current study for the 1962-63 season. These

grades sake provisions for the tip of the ear to be clipped.

n. S, Fancy com Hust not be clipped and the ear Bust be at

least six Inches long. Since «»r daaage Is rigidly controlled

with the production practices used In Florida, It Is not necessary

to clip the corn. Thus, practically all com aay be classified

as U. S. Fancy except that which does not meet ear length or has

Inor defects. Shippers Included In this study did not like to

sell corn which did not aeet the U. S. Fancy grade as U. S, No. 1

or U. S. No. 2 because their undipped corn was generally con-

sidered to be superior In quality to clipped com froa other

production areas which used these latter two grades.

Therefore, a systea of ststlng the percentage of 0. S,

Fancy was developed. Sweet com of the U. S. Fancy grade has a

tolerance of 10 percent, by count, which aay fall to aeet the

grade requlreaents. For com In Florida which exceeded these

tolerances the percentage of corn aeetlng the U. S. Fancy grade

requlreaents was stated rather than down grading the corn„ For

exaaple, a lot aay be graded and Invoiced as "85 percent or better

U. S. Fancy." This differentiates Florida corn froa that origi-

nating in other states i^lch failed to aeet the Fancy grade be-

cause the ears had to be clipped.

For purposes of this study the percentage quotations were

divided In two grade classifications—85 to 89 percent U. S. Fancy

and 75 to 84 percent U. S. Fancy. Com below 75 percent U, S,

Fancy or ungraded corn was sold as Unclassified.
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The proportion of U, S. Fancy corn Marketed rose froa 73.0

percent in the 1953-54 season to 92.5 percent in the 1962-63 season

(Table 11). White com, which was noraally not graded, accounted

for 3.5 percent of the 1962-63 shlpaents. The "percentage grades"

were relatively unlaportant to the total voluae of sweet com

shipped. Sweet corn falling In the 85-89 percent U. S. Fancy

grade accounted for 2.4 percent of the total shlpaents and that

in the 75-84 percent U. S, Fancy category accounted for only 1.3

percent. Only 0.3 percent of the observed com was Unclassified.

Table 11.—Nuaber of sales and crates shipped, percentage of crates
shipped, average size of sale, value of shlpaents and average price
per crate, by grade and tjrpe, 19 Florida sweet com sales firas,

1962-63 season

Average V"^"' <>' Average
Grade and g.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ Shlpaents Price
Type _ , Per

Sale ^ ^Crate

Nuaber
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"wbens" of sweet corn aarketing. Sweet corn stalpaents were observed

during 40 weeks, beginning with the second week of October and ending

with the second week of July.

Based on graphic analysis of prices and shipaents of sweet

com, the marketing season was divided into two parts. The first,

fall and winter, extended froa the week of October 8 through February

18 and the second, spring, extended froa the week of February 25

through July 8. A pronounced shift occurred in the relationship

2between prices and shipaents between these periods. For that

reason the periods are analysed separately.-

Grades

It was hypothesized by several sales aanagers interviewed

that the proportion of "percentage grade" com aarketed was affected

both by the season and the price level. During the fall and winter

aonths, when the growing season is often unfavorable, a higher

proportion of "percentage grade" com is available for aarketing.

The existence of this corn encourages sales firas to aarket it,

but the aaount actually marketed is also affected by the price level.

According to the sales aanagers, a positive relationship exists

between the level of prices and the aaount of the "percentage grade"

com aarketed. During periods of low prices auch or sll of the

com that does not aake the U. S. Fancy grade aay be left in the

fields because it is not profitable to pack, handle and aarket

This phenomenon is discussed under "Orspbic Analysis" in
Chapter VIII.
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this com. During periods of high prices the returns froa percentage

grade** corn umj be high enough to sake its* Marketing profitable.

Evidence that this phenoaenon occurred may be observed in

Table 12. The proportion of "percentage grade" corn shipped was

highest froa January through April. The average prices of sll com

ranged froa $2.00 to $4.00 per crate during this period. Average

prices were generally under $2.00 per crate during May, June and

July and shipawnts of "percentage grade** com dropped to a very

low level.

The pooled and paired t test as diacussed by Steel and

Torrie were used to coapare two aeans during several instances in

3
this chapter. The pooled t test was used to detemine if a signiflr-

cant difference existed between the average proportion of ''percentage

grade" corn sold during the fall and winter season and the spring

4
seaaon. An average of 8.3 percent during the fall and winter and

3.6 percent during the spring was "percentage grade" com. Each

seaaon had 20 weekly observations; thus, there were 38 pooled

degrees of freedoa. The calculated t was 1.52. It was concluded

that even though the proportion of "percentage grade" com aarketed

during the fall and winter was higher than during the spring, the

difference was not statistically significant due to the wide

week-to-week variations.

3
Robert G. D. Steel and Jaaes H. Torrie, Principles and Pro-

cedures of Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Coapany, Inc.,

1960), pp. 73-81,

The use of the pooled t test and other statistical tests
to deteraine the reliability of results are discussed in Appendix C.

See Appendix C.
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As may b« observed in Table 12, the seasonal average price

was $2.11 for U. S. Fancy, $2.31 for 85-89 percent U. S. Fancy and

$1,77 for 75-84 percent U. S. Fancy. The higher average price for

85-89 percent U. S. Fancy resulted froB the weekly shipping pattern

where a larger voluae of shipaents of this grade occurred between

January and April when prices were above average. Shipaents of

this grade were practically discontinued during May, June and July

when prices averaged below $2.00. Since average price was related

to week of shipaMnt in this Banner, it was necessary to use soae

other aethod to estiaate price differentials between grades.

A aore accurate aethod of aeasuring price differentials was

to aeasure the weekly deviations between U. S. Fancy and the "per-

centage grades" for weeks when shipaents of both grades were

observed. This aethod partially eliainated the effect of week of

shipaent on average prices.

A coaparison between U. S. Fancy and 85-89 percent U. S.

Fancy prices in which this aethod was used indicated that prices

for 85-89 percent U. S. Fancy averaged 41 cents per crate below

U. S. Fancy. The paired t test was used to deteraine if this dif-

ference was statistically significant. Since weeks in which no

shipaents were observed were eliainated, weekly paired price

observations were reduced to 27. With the 41 cents per crate

price differential the calculated t value was 3.96. This

difference was significant as the 1 percent confidence level,

^See Appendix C.
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80 it Bay b« concluded that for th« weeks observed the average price

of U. S. Fancy com was significantly higher than that for 85-89

percent U. S. Fancy.

The average price of 75-84 percent U. S. Fancy was 77 cents

less than that of U. S. Fancy during the weeks in which both were

observed. Paired price observations were available for 17 weeks.

The calculated t value was 7.00 which indicated significance at the

7
1 percent confidence level.

When the $2.12 per crate average was used as a base price

for n. S. Fancy sweet com, prices for other grades fell below this

average. On the basis of these analyses the price of 85-89 percent

U. S. Fancy would be expected to be $1.71 per crate, or 19.4 percent

less than the base price. Com grading 75-84 percent U. S. Fancy

would be expected to be $1.35 per crate, or 36.5 percent less than

the base price. These ratios say be expected to vary soaewhat froa

season to season, but they can serve as a guideline for expected

price differences between grades.

Sales Areas

The weekly pattern of sweet com shipaents froai all Florida

sales areas showed aarked seasonal differences (Table 13). Weekly

shipaents began during the second week of October at the aoderate

rate of about 1 percent of total sales. With soae week-to-week

variations this rate continued until the first part of Deceaber.

7
See Appendix C.
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Table 13.—Distribution of crates shipped of white and of all con,
by sales area and week of shipaent, 19 Florida sweet corn

sales firas, 1962-63 season

Sales Area

IKmday
of

Week

Belle Glade South Florida Central Florida All Areas

White
only

All
White
only

All
White
only

All
White
only
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Table 13.—K:ontinued
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The rate then dropped to about one-half the fall rate and reaained

near this level through the third week of February„ The rate rose

sharply thereafter and reached the spring peak, a weekly rate of

alaost 10 percent, during the second week of Uayo Shipaents de-

clined during the reaainder of the Florida season which ended

during the second week of July.

Sweet corn sales were observed froa the Belle Glade area

during 37 of the 40 weeks (Table 13). The weekly pattern of ship-

aents was slailar to that discussed for Florida except that the

Belle Glade season ended around the first week of June, Shipaents

froa the South Florida area began during the third week of January,

reached a peak during the last week of March and ended by the first

week of Hay, Voluae sales began froa the Central Florida area during

the third week of May, reached a peak during the third week of June

and ended the second week of July.

White Com

The Belle Glade area aarketed 94.8 percent of the white corn

(Table 13) « The Central Florida area accounted for 4.8 percent of the

white corn shipaents and the reaainlng 0.4 percent was sold froa the

South Florida area.

The seasonal pattern of shipaents of white com varied froa

that for all com. Although white corn shipaents averaged only 3.5

percent of the weekly voluae over the year, during the fall and winter

the average weekly rate of shipaent of white corn was 0.93 percent

greater than that for all com. The paired t test was used to test

this difference and the calculated t value was 2.58, indicating
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significance at the 5 percent confidence level. It was concluded

that the average rate of shipaent of white com was higher in the

fall and winter season and consequently lower in the spring than

the average shipamnt rate of all com.

Prices

The seasonal pattern of prices for sweet corn was inverse to

that of shipaents (Table 14). Prices averaged slightly above $2.00

per crate froa the second week of October through the first week of

Deceaber. Prices then rose to a range of $3.00 to $4.00 and reaained

at this level throughout the winter. Prices declined after the first

of March to a spring season low of $1.44 during the last week of May.

Prices then rose soaewhat during the reaainder of the season.

The season average prices within the three sales areas

ranged froa $2.42 per crate in the South Florida area to $1.97

in the Central Florida area. The average price in the Belle

Glade area was $2.13. The season average price received by an

area was affected by the weeks in which shipaents were aade froa

that area. Even so, there was soae evidence that price differences

existed between sales areas, exclusive of the effect of week of

shipaent. Since shipaents during any one week, with one exception,

were observed froa no aore than two areas the paired t test was

used to test these differences.

A coaparison between Belle Glade and South Florida weekly

prices during weeks when both areas shipped sweet com indicated

a
See Appendix C.
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that the Belle Glade prices averaged 17 cents per crate, or 8 percent,

higher during this 16-week period. Using the paired t test, the

calculated value was 2.93, indicating significance at the 5 percent

9
confidence level.

Central Florida prices averaged 6 cents higher per crate

than Belle Glade prices during the seven weeks when sales were aade

froB both areas. Using the paired t test, the calculated value was

10
1.58. This indicated that no significant difference existed between

the averages of these area prices

„

Sizes of Sales

The average nuaber of crates of sweet corn per sale varied

substantially during different periods of the year (Table 15). During

the early fall weeks, the average nuaber of crates per sale ranged

between 200 and 300. This gradually declined to a low of 53 crates

during the second week of January. Thereafter, the average size

sale gradually increased throughout the reaainder of the season.

During the late fall and winter aonths buyers bought more

ixed loads of vegetables. Many shipaents of 25 or fewer crates

were observed during this period. In the spring the aixed loads

tended to decline and orders for solid loads of corn predoainated.

It was not uncoaaon during this period for a buyer to purchase

several solid loads of corn at one tiae„ It was during this period

that the ability to supply large quantities of corn becaae aore

iaportant to the sales fira.

9See Appendix C.

See Appendix C.
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Th« average size sale for the season was 259 crates froa

Belle Glade, 250 crates froa South Florida and 480 crates froa

Central Florida. In order to ellainate the effect of week of

shipaent the differences between Belle Glade and other areas were

tested using the paired t test. Sales froa South Florida averaged

30 crates per shipaent larger than Belle Glade shipaents for the

16 weeks observed^ The calculated t value was lo20, indicating

that no significant difference existed.

Shipaents froa Central Florida averaged 122 crates larger

than those froa Belle Glade for the seven weeks when both areas

shipped corn. Due to the week-to-week variations and the saall

nuaber of weeks observed, the 2.35 calculated t value indicated

12
that this difference was not significant.

Sizes of Sales Firaa

Sales firas of different sizes were found to have sub-

stantially different seasonal shipaent patterns (Table 16). Large

and aediua sales firas aade practically all the fall and winter

shipaents froa Florida. The rate of shipaent froa firas of all

sizes increased in the spring, but the increase for saall firas

was greater than that for firas of other sizes. During the fall

and winter large firas aade 15.1 percent and aediua firas aade

15.4 percent of their total seasonal shipaents. Saall firas

aade only 1.0 percent of their shipaents during this period.

This relationship was expected since a higher proportion

^*"8ee Appendix C.

12
*^ See Appendix C.
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Table 16,—Distribution of crates shipped, by size of sales fira and

week of shipaent, 19 Florida sweet com sales firas, 1962-63 season

Monday
of Week Large

Sise of Sales Fira

Hediua Snail All Sizes

Percent

Oct. 8

15
22
29

Nov. 5

12

19
26

Dec. 3

10
17
24
31

Jan. 7

14

21
28

Feb. 4

11

18
25

March 4

11
18

25

April 1

8

15
22
29

May 6

13

20
27

June 3

10
17
24

.7
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Monday
of Week Large

Size of Sales Fira

Medii Saall All Sices

July 1

8

Percent

7.6
1.1

«8

.1

Total

Percentage
of Total

100.0

64.8

100.0

27.1

100.0

8.1

100.0

100.0

*Les8 than one-tenth of 1 percent.

of saall sales firas operated in the South and Central Florida areas

than in the Belle Glade area. Only 3.5 percent of the shipaents froa

the Belle Glade area were aade by saall sales firas, coapared with

27.4 percent froa South Florida and 17.7 percent froa Central Florida.

Types of Buyers

The purpose of studying tjrpes of buyers was to deteraine the

"whos" of aarketing sweet corn. Who are the buyers of sweet com

during different seasons, froa different sales areas and froa dif-

ferent sises of sales firas? Six types of teralnal aarket buyers-

chains, terainal brokers, wholesalers. Jobbers, retailers and

governaent—were considered in this analysis. Terainal brokers

included both buying brokers and selling brokers who operate in

the terainal aarkets.
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Shlpaents froa sales firas to local brokers, either buying or

selling, were not Included since aost of these shipments were resold

to one of the above types of buyers as discussed in Chapter III.

Inclusion of local brokers in this analysis would have given a

distorted picture of the terainal aarket buyers of Florida sweet

corn. Nevertheless, the local broker plays an laportant role as

a second handler. Sales firms included in the sample sold 12.5

percent of their volume to local brokers. This accounted for 480

of the 2,533 invoices observed and for 89,383 crates of corn.

The type of buyer could not be determined from the information

available on 89 of the invoices observed. Shipments with unknown

types of buyers accounted for only 0.1 percent of the volume handled.

Shipments to unknown buyers were not included in the analysis since

this would have introduced a bias in the distribution figures.

Two tjrpes of terminal market buyers—chain and irtiolesalers—

accounted for over 90 percent of all shipments (Table 17). Sales

to chains made up 45.5 percent of the shipments and sales to whole-

salers 44.7 percent. Terminal broker sales accounted for 7.5 percent

of the total. Sales to Jobbers, retailers and government were

relatively unimportant, accounting for only 2.3 percent of the

shipments.

Practically no difference existed between the average price

per crate for sales to chains and wholesalers. Average prices to

other types of buyers varied from the over-all average of $2.11,

but care should be observed in interpreting these differences

due to the limited number of observations for some types of buyers.

The average sire sale to chain buyers was substantially
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larger than that to other types of buyers. Chain sales averaged 373

crates per shlpaent while sales to wholesalers averaged 288 crates.

The average size of sale to temlnal brokers, 308 crates, was slightly

higher than that to wholesalers. Sales to the other types of buyers

averaged froa 148 to 172 crates.

Table 17.—Nuaber of sales and crates shipped, percentage of crates
shipped, value of shlpaents and average price per crate, by type

of buyer, 19 Florida sweet com sales flnas, 1962-63 season
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Table 18.—Distribution of crates shipped, by sales area and tjrpe of
buyer, 19 Florida sweet corn sales flras, 1962-63 season



Tabl* 19.—Distribution of crates shipped, by tjpe of buyer and
week of shlpaent, 19 Florida sweet com sales flras,

1962-63 season

63
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Table 19.—Continued
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sales to other types of buyers tended to be sore sporadic and no

definite pattern was apparent.

Pooled t tests were used to determine wbether a significant

difference existed between the fall and winter season and the spring

season in the percentage of shlpaents handled by chains and whole-

salers. Twenty weeks were observed in the fall and winter and 19 in

the spring when sales were aade to chains. The average percentage

sold to chains was only 0.1 percent greater in the spring than in the

fall and winter. The calculated t value was 0.02, indicating that no

significant difference existed in the percentage sold to chains be-

tween these two seasons.

The sverage percentage of shipaents sold to wholesalers in the

fall and winter was 6.2 percent larger than In the spring. Most of

the decrease in the spring was accounted for by increased shipaents

to the three alnor types of buyers—Jobbers, retailers and govem-

aent. The distribution of shipaents was observed for 20 weeks in

the fall and winter and 19 weeks in the spring. The calculated t

14
value was 1.48, indicating nonsignificance. It aay be concluded

that even though soae differences in the seasonal patteim of ship-

aents were observed, they were not large enough to conclude that a

shift in the seasonal pattern of shipaents to wholesalers occurred.

Sizes of Sales Firas

Little difference was observed in the types of buyers to

^ See Appendix C.

14
See Appendix C.
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which large and aediua sales firms sold sweet corn. Small firas tended

to sell aore to chains and less to wholesalers and terminal brokers

(Table 20). Small sales firms sold 61.1 percent of their volume to

chains, while large and medium firms sold 44.6 and 41.2 percent,

respectively. Small firms sold 32.6 percent of their volume to

wholesalers—about 14 percent less than large and medium firms.

Table 20.—Distribution of crates shipped, by size of sales firm and
type of buyer, 19 Florida sweet com sales firms, 1962-63 season
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95.9 percent of the shipaents observed (Table 21). F.o.b. sales,

by far the aost prevalent, accounted for 86.5 percent of the

shipaents. Consigned sales was the third aost iaportant basis of

sale used, but accounted for only 2.8 percent of the crates sold.

Other bases of sale were observed only sporadically and accounted

for only 1.3 percent of the voluae aarketed.

The season average price for f.o.b. shipaents was $2.12,

the saae as the average for all shipaents. The average price of

delivered sales was slightly lower at $2.04. Average prices for

other bases of sale varied substantially froa that for f.o.b. sales,

but since the observations were liaited, tiiis difference probably

resulted aore froa week of shipaent or soae possible third factor

than it did froa the basis of sale used.

Table 21.—Nuaber of sales and crates shipped, percentage of crates,
value of shipaent and average price per crate, by basis of sale,

19 Florida sweet com sales firas, 1962-63 season

Basis of
Sale

Sales Crates
Value of

Shipaents
Average Price

Per Crate
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soaewhat larger than the average for all types of sales, which was

281 crates. The average size of delivered sales was below the average

at 272 crates. Consigned sales average 471 crates, considerably larger

than f.o.b. and delivered sales.

Sales Areas

No appreciable difference existed between the use of f.o.b. and

delivered sales in the Belle Glade and South Florida areas (Table 22).

The voluae of corn consigned froa Belle Glade was substantially larger

than fro* South Florida probably because of the differences in seasonal

oveaent between the areas and perhaps froa a difference in sales

policies of firms. Other bases of sale were of ainor iaportance in the

Belle Glade area and were not observed in the South Florida area.

Table 22.—Distribution of crates shipped, by sales area and basis of

sale, 19 Florida sweet corn sales firas, 1962-63 season
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The percentage of f.o.b. sblpaents was substantially lower

and delivered and consigned sblpaents were hlgber in tbe Central

Florida area. F.o.b. sblpaents In tbe Central Florida area were 13

percent less tban In otber areas. Delivered sblpaents accounted

for 18.7 percent and consigned sblpaents 5.1 percent of tbe total.

Tbls rate of conslgnaent In tbe Central Florida area was aore tban

twice tbat In tbe Belle Glade and Soutb Florida areas wbere the

Marketing Order and tbe Exchange were in operation. Tbls again

reflects a difference In sales policies aaong flras.

Weeks of Shlpaent

The f.o.b. sale, which ranged froa 59.6 to 100.0 percent of

weekly sblpaents, was tbe predoalnant basis of sale used throughout

tbe season (Table 23). Delivered sales were observed during aost

weeks, but otber bases of sale were observed only sporadically.

Since the f.o.b. basis of sale was of such aajor iaportance,

the pooled t test was used to deteraine if a seasonal difference

existed in the use of this basis of sale. Based on 20 weekly

observations for each season, it was deteralned that f.o.b. sales

in the fall and winter averaged 3.3 percent higher tban in tbe

spring. A calculated t value of 1.20 indicated tbat this difference

was not significant. It was concluded that no shift between f.o.b.

and other bases of sale occurred between the seasons.

Soae sales aanagers suggested tbat consigned sales were used

aore during periods of declining prices tban during periods of rising

See Appendix C.
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Table 23.—Distribution of crates shipped, by basis of sale and week of
shipaent, 19 Florida sweet corn sales firas, 1962-63 season

Week
of

Shipaent

Basis of Sale

F.o.b, Del ivered
Price

Arrival Cash
Joint

Account
All

Consigned g^g^g

Oct.



Table 23.—Continued

71

Week
of

Shipaent

Basis of Sale

F.o.b. Delivered Price
Arrival

Cash Joint
Account

Consigned All
Bases

Percent

Hay 6
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prices. They reasoned that sales were acre difficult to sake when prices

were falling, and, therefore, salesaen were forced to turn to consign-

entSo In order to test this hypothesis all weeks were classified as

those of rising or declining prices based on the direction of price

oveaent from the previous week. Using the prices froa Table 14,

price rises were observed in 20 weeks and declines In 19 weeks. The

The week of October 8 could not be classified since the previous

week's price was unknown.

The average percentage of consigned shipments was found to be

1.4 percent larger in weeks of declining prices than in weeks of

rising prices. The pooled t calculated value was 1„34, and with 37

16degrees of freedom it was nonsignificant. Although the difference

may Indicate that more corn was consigned during periods of declining

prices, the difference was not large enough to make this a positive

conclusion. Some firms have an established policy of consigned

selling regardless of the trend of the market price

„

Types of Buyers

F.o.b. was the predominant basis of sale used by all types of

buyers except retailers and government„ Delivered basis was most

frequently used by these two types of buyers (Table 24).

Chains used only two bases of sale, f.o.b. which accounted

for 86.8 percent of their purchases and delivered which accounted for

13.4 percent. Wholesalers used all bases of sale except cash although

the volumes handled on bases other than f.o.b. were low.

See Appendix C,
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Table 24.—Distribution of crates shipped, by basis of sale and type of
buyer, 19 Florida sweet corn sales firms, 1962-63 season
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on consigned basis. Large sales flras sold 2„5 percent of their voluae

on conslgnaent and saall flras only 0.1 percent.

Table 25.—Distribution of crates shipped, by size of sales flms and
basis of sale, 19 Florida sweet com sales flras, 1962-63 season
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The voluae of Interpacklnghouse Boveaent was 71,873 crates or

about 10 percent of the observed sales. This voluae was observed on

239 shipaent invoices and the average size of interpackinghouse sale

was 301 crates. This is slightly Isrger than the average of 281

crates per sale for corn which was entered into the priaary channels

of trade. The value of the interpacklnghouse sales was $161,491 and

the season average price was $2.25.

Grades

The distribution of the grades of com handled through inter-

packinghouse sales was not substantially different froa that observed

for other sales. U. S. Fancy accounted for 93.5 percent of the inter-

packinghouse voluae, coapared with 92.5 percent for other types of

sales. White com accounted for 3.8 percent of the interpacklnghouse

shlpaents and 3.5 percent of the other shlpaents. The "percentage

grades" accounted for the reaalning 2.7 percent of interpacklnghouse

shlpaents, coapared with 4.0 percent for other shlpaents.

Sales Areas

Over 98 percent of the interpacklnghouse aoveaent was observed

in the Belle Glade sales area. Although interpacklnghouse sales were

observed occasionally in other areas, they were a coaaon aarketing

practice only in the Belle Glade area.

Sites of Sales Flraa

An interpacklnghouse transaction aay be c<msidered as either

a sale or a purchase to a sales fira depending on whether the corn is

bought or sold. Both sides of the picture aust be considered in order

to understand the use of interpacklnghouse sales at the shipping point.
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Large sales fins predoainated in the asking of interpackinghouse

ssles, but mediim firas were predoainsnt in purchases (Table 26) „ Large

firas accounted for 75„2 percent of the interpackinghouse sales, but

only 44.8 percent of the purchases, llediua firas, which accounted for

only 18.1 percent of the sales, accounted for 48.9 percent of the

purchases. Little difference was evident between sales and purchases

for the saall firas.

Substantial differences were observed between the percentages

of sales and purchases accounted for by individual firas (Table 26).

Interpackinghouse sales of individual firas ranged froa to 32.4

percent of the observed voluae and purchases ranged froa to 34.2

percent. No particular pattern between sales and purchases of the

firas was apparent. Soae firas with large interpackinghouse sales

had very low purchases and vice versa.

Weeks of Shipaent

A coaparison between Tables 13 and 27 revealed that the pattern

of weekly shipaents of interpackinghouse sales followed that of other

shipaents closely. The trend of sales which were entered into the

priaary channels of trade tended to be followed by interpackinghouse

sales froa October through May, but interpackinghouse sales were

practically discontinued during June and July. This aay be accounted

for by Central Florida's doaination of the aarket during this period

and the fact that interpackinghouse sales were not used in this

area to an appreciable extent.

A coaparison between Tables 14 and 27 revealed that weekly

average prices of interpackinghouse shipaents and all other shipaents
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Table 26.—Distribution of crates shipped and purchased as interpacking-

house sales, by sales fina and sisce of sales fini, 19 Florida sweet
corn sales firas, 1962-63 season

Sales Fira
Size and
Sales Fira

Tjrpe of Transaction

Sale Purchase

Percent

Large:
A

B

C
D
E

F
G
H

2.0
7.4

13.7
4.9
32.4

a

12.6
2.2

1.8
9.0
1.8

17.1
6.6
2.4
.6

5.5

Subtotal 75.2 44.8

Mediua:
I

J

K
L
U

a

12.2
3.5
a

2.4

.1

2.3
11.4

.9

34.2

Subtotal 18.1 48.9

Saall:
N
O
P

Q
R

S

a

5.2
.4

l.l

2,6
l.l

2.6

Subtotal

Total

6.7

100.

6.3

lOO.O

Less than one-tenth of 1 percent.
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were closely related although soae week-to-week variations occurred^ The

seasonal average price of interpackinghouse shipaents were $2.25 and that

of all other shipaents was $2.12. The average price for all other

shipaents was lower because interpackinghouse sales were discontinued

during June and July. A coaparison of prices during the weeks when

interpackinghouse sales were active, October through May, showed the

average price of interpackinghouse sales to be $2.60 and all other

sales to be $2.69. This was aore typical of the expected difference

during periods when interpackinghouse sales were used.
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Table 27.—Distribution of crates shipped and average price per crate
of Interpackinghouse sales, by week of sbipaent, 19 Florida sweet

com sales firas, 1962-63 season

Monday
of Week

Crates
Shipped

Price per
Crate

Oct.



CHAPTER V

TERMINAL MARKET STRIXTTURE AND PRACTICES

A total of 1,853 Invoices on shlpaents to known aarket

destinations was observed. The destinations were unknown for the

remaining 680 invoices, aost of which were to Florida brokers.

Only shipaent invoices with known destinations were included in

the analysis of the terminal aarket distribution, since inclusion

of unknown destinations would have introduced a bias in the distri-

bution figures. Terminal aarkets for Florida sweet com were grouped

into six aarket areas of the United States, plus one for Canada.

States included in each of these aarket areas aay be observed in

Figure 5.

The terainal aarket saaple of 581,337 crates of sweet com

had a total value of $1,228,891 (Table 28). The weighted season

average f.o.b. Florida price was $2.11 per crate with a range froa

$2.30 in the Southwest aarket area down to $1.93 in the Canadian

area. The distribution of the sweet com shipped into the various

aarket areas ranged froa 36.1 percent for the Northeast to 2.8

percent for the West. The Northeast, North Central and Southern

aarket areas, the three aost iiq>ortant areas, accounted for 82.1

percent of the com aarketed.

Season average prices for the aarket areas appeared to be

affected substantially by the period during which the shipaents were
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heaviest to the various areas. A ccmparlson between the Southwest and

the Canadian market areas Illustrated this. The largest percentage

of shlpaents to the Southwest, where the average price was 37 cents

higher than In Canada, were received during January and February

when prices were high. The highest percentage of shipments were aade

to Canada during May, June and July, a low price period.

Table 28.—Number of sales and crates shipped, percentage of crates,
value of shipaents and average price per crate, by market area,

19 Florida sweet corn sales firms, 1962-63 season

Market
Area

Sales Crates
Value of

Shipments
Average Price
Per Cratea
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week-to-week variations that occurred in the weekly distribution data

(Figure 6).

Shipaents to northern aarket areas were larger during the

spring and early suaaer aonths, while shipaents to southern aarket

areas were heavier during the late fall and winter. A aore detailed

discussion of the seasonal patterns of shipaents is presented in the

subsequent discussion of shipments to Individual aarket areas.

Terainal Market Sizes

Terainal aarkets were classified by size according to the

nuaber of crates of sweet com shipped to that aarket during the

1962-63 season. Large aarkets, those receiving 10,000 or aore crates,

accounted for only 9.7 percent of the aarkets to which shipaents were

reported, but the 15 aarkets in this category accounted for 61.0 per-

cent of the sweet com shipped (Table 29). Mediua aarkets, those

receiving between 1,000 and 9,999 crates, represented 33.5 percent

of the aarkets and 33.8 percent of the voluae shipped. Saall aarkets,

those receiving less than 1,000 crates, accounted for 56.8 percent

of the aarkets, but only 5.2 percent of the voluae.

Ten of the 15 large terainal aarkets observed were located

in the Northeast and North Central aarket areaa. The three other

large aarkets were located in the South, Midwest and Canada. Mediua

and saall aarkets were observed in all aarket areas. A aore detailed

discussion of the size of the aarkets in each area is presented in

the subsequent discussion of the individual aarket areas.

Sizes of Sales

The average nuaber of crates of sweet corn per sale tended to
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vary Inversely with the distance between the Florida sales area and

the Market area. The average sale to the Western area, which was

the greatest distance froa Florida, was 520 crates, coapared with an

average of 241 crates for the Southern area. Sales to the Northeast

averaged second largest at 392 crates per shlpaent. Although Canadian

arkets were aore distant, these shipaents averaged only 380 crates

per shlpaent. Shipaents to the North Central area also averaged

380 crates per shlpaent. The Southwest and Midwest areas were ex-

ceptions to this tendency. Southwest shipaents averaged 172 crates

and Midwest shipaents averaged 190 crates per shlpaent.

Major Markets of the Market Areas

A aore intensive study of the individual aarket areas and

the distribution of shipaents aaong the terainal aarkets provided

an insight into the structure and practices of these areas. A

pronounced seasonal pattern of shlpawnts was evident for aost areas.

In order to provide a aore realistic picture of the voluae

handled through aetropolitan area aarkets, saall outlying aarkets

were Included as a part of the aajor aarket. This assiailation of

saaller aarkets provided a aore accurate description of a aaJor

aarket *8 iaportance since these shipa»nts were undoubtedly consuaed

in the aetropolitan area. For exaaple, all shipaents to Forest

Park and East Point, Georgia were included as shipaents to the

Atlanta, Georgia terainal aarket. A list of terainal aarkets

and outlying aarkets included under each aay be found in

Appendix D.
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No criteria such as alleage between the center of the major

arket and that of outlying aarkets were established as a basis of

delineating terminal froai outlying aarkets. Such definitions were

unworkable for the heterogeneous markets. The distinction between

a terminal market and an outlying market was made on a Judgment

basis, using the general consensus of the produce industry as

a criterion.

Northeast

The Northeast received the largest volume of sweet com

in the seven market areas considered. This area received 210,082

crates, or 36.1 percent of the total observed shipments. This

volume was received by 34 markets in the 13-state area.

The percentage of Florida sweet com shipped to the

Northeast markets during October and November was variable,

but averaged near 30 percent of the observed shi|»ents (Figure 6).

The rate of shipment declined sharply during tbe first three weeks

of December to a level near 10 percent. This level prevailed

until mid-January when the proportion of Northeast shipments rose.

A peak of 35 percent was reached in mid-February, followed by a

slight decline until mid-March. The percentage of sweet com sold

in the Northeast market area rose throughout the spring, with the

exception of the last three weeks of the season.

Seventeen large and medium terminal markets in the North-

east received 97.3 percent of the com shipped to this area

(Table 30). The six large markets. New York, New York, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, Boston, Massachusetts, Washington, D.C. , Pittsburgh,



Pennsylvania and Baltlaore, Maryland, accounted for 81.5 percent

of the area's receipts froa Florida and 29.6 percent of all ob-

served shlpaents. New York and Philadelphia alone accounted for

48.1 percent of the area's receipts. The 17 small aarkets accounted

for only 2.7 percent of the com received by this area.

Table 30.—Number and percentage of crates shipped to terminal markets
in the Northeast market area, 19 Florida sweet com sales firms,

1962-63 season

Terminal Market
Number of Percent of Percent of
Crates Northeast Total

New York, New York
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Boston, Massachusetts
Washington, D. C.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Baltimore, Maryland
Hartford, Connecticut
Buffalo, New York
Norfolk, Virginia
Albany, New York
Providence, Rhode Island
Roanoke, Virginia
New Haven, Connecticut
Portland, Maine
Scranton, Pennsylvania
Sunbury, Pennsylvania
Charleston, West Virginia
Other markets*

Total 210,082 100.0 36.1

^Markets receiving less than 1,000 crates. See Appendix D
for list of all Northeast markets.

North Central

The North Central was the second most Important market area

in terms of volume received. Shipments to this area amounted to

58,235
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135,822 crates and accounted for 23.4 percent of all observed shipaents.

Sbl|HMnts were aade to 40 aarkets, the largest nuaber of aarkets ob-

served for any aarket area.

The North Central area received between 15 and 20 percent of

the total shipaents during the first five weeks of the fall season

(Figure 6). The rate of shipaent then rose to a peak of 38 percent

during the third week of Noveaber. Following a pattern siailar

to that of the Northeast, the percentage declined to a low of 11

percent the last week of Deceaber and then rose rapidly in early

January to a level between 20 and 30 percent. Itoe rate of ship-

aents to this area generally stayed within this range for the re-

aainder of the year. The proporti<» of shifwents aarketed in this

area during the spring did not rise as it did in the Northeast

and Canadian aarket areas.

The 14 large and aediua aarkets in the North Central area

accounted for 95.1 percent of the corn received (Table 31). The

four large aarkets, Chicago, Illinois, Cincinnati, Ohio, Detroit,

Michigan and Cleveland, Ohio, accounted for 73.8 percent of Florida

com shipaents to the North Central area and 17.2 percent of all

observed shipaents. Chicago, by far the largest market in this

area, accounted for over one-fourth of the area's receipts. This

aarket was the third largest sweet com aarket in the United States,

exceeded only by New York and Philadelphia. A larger nuaber of

saall aarkets were observed in the North Central area than in other

areas. Twenty-six, or 65 percent of the nuaber of aarkets observed,

were saall, but they accounted for oaly 4.9 percent of the North

Central sweet com receipts.
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Table 31.—Nuaber and percentage of crates shipped to terainal Markets
in the North Central aarket area, 19 Florida sweet com

sales firas. 1962-63 season

Terainal Market Nuaber of
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peak of 55 percent during the last week of Deceaber. The percentage

of Southern shipaents declined sharply during January to a level

near 30 percent. Although there were soae week-to-week variations,

the percentage of shipaents received by this area exhibited a de-

clining trend throughout the reaainder of the season. During June

and July less than 20 percent of the observed voluae was shipped

to the South, coapared with 40 to 50 percent during the fall.

Eighteen large and aediua terainal aarkets in the South

received 93.9 percent of the corn shipped to this area (Table 32).

The three large aarkets, Coluabia, South Carolina, Atlanta, Georgia

and Miaal, Florida, accounted for alaost 40.0 percent of Florida

corn shipaents to the South and 8.9 percent of all observed ship-

aents. Sweet com shipaents in the South were less concentrated

in aajor terainal aarkets than in the Northeast and North Central

areas. The largest aarket in the Northeast and North Central areas

accounted for 28 and 27 percent of the area's shipaents, respectively,

but for only 16 percent in the South. The 15 aediua aarkets in the

South accounted for 54.0 percent of the shipaents and the 19 saall

aarkets accounted for only 6.1 percent.

Southwest

The Southwest area ranked fourth in teras of voluae of sweet

corn received. During the 1962-63 season 32,106 crates were received

in this four-state aarket area. Shipaents to the thirteen terainal

aarkets in the Southwest accounted for 5.5 percent of the total ob-

served voluae.
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Table 32.—•Niaib«r and percentage of crates shipped to temlnal markets
in the Southern market area, 19 Florida sweet com sales fii

1962-63 season

Terminal Market Number of
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variations. During May, June and July this area accounted for only

2 to 3 percent of the voluae observed, coapared with over 15 percent

during several winter weeks.

None of the terainal aarkets in the Southwest to which ship-

ents were Bade were large, but the eight aediua markets accounted

for 94.2 percent of the sweet com received by the area (Table 33).

The two largest of these aarkets, Houston, Texas and New Orleans,

Louisiana, accounted for 47.4 percent of the area's receipts.

The five small terainal aarkets in the Southwest accounted for

only 5.8 percent of the area's receipts.

Table 33.—Nuaber and percentage of crates shipped to terainal aarkets

in the Southwest aarket area, 19 Florida sweet corn sales firas,

1962-63 season
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teniinal Markets located In the Midwest. Tbis voluae accounted for

4.8 percent of all observed shipaents.

The percentage of sweet com shipaents received by the Mid-

west Markets during October and Noveaber was very saall (Figure 6).

The rate of shipaent rose rapidly in Deceaber, but declined to a

level near 5 percent by the first of January. Although the per-

centage of corn received declined in February and rose in March,

no pronounced trend was observed for the late winter and spring

periods. Receipts for this entire period averaged around 5 percent

of observed Florida shi|»ents.

Large and aediua size terainal aarkets in the Midwest

accounted for 86.2 percent of the com shipped to that area

(Table 34). The one large aarket, St. Louis, Missouri, accounted

for 39.1 percent of the area's voluae, but only 1.9 percent of

the total observed shipaents. The 13 saall terainal aarkets re-

ceived 13.8 percent of the Midwest corn receipts.

Table 34.—Nuaber and percentage of crates shipped to terainal aarkets
in the Midwestern market area, 19 Florida sweet com sales

firas, 1962-63 season

Terainal Market Nuaber of
Crates

Percent of
Midwest

Percent of
Total

St. Louis, Missouri
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West

The voliuae of sweet com shipped to the West was saaller than

for any of the other six areas. Only 16,357 crates, accounting for

2.8 percent of the observed shlpaents, aoved into the eight taminal

markets In this area.

Practically all shipaents to the Western aarket area occurred

during March and April. The West received around 6 percent of the

total shipaents during this period. During the fall and late spring,

coapetition froai California producers made Florida shipaents to this

area uneconoaical.

None of the terainal aarkets in the West received enough corn

to be classified as large, priaarily due to the short aarketing season.

The three aediua size aarkets, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Sacraaento,

California, accounted for 79.2 percent of the com shipped to the area,

but only 2.0 percent of the total voluae (Table 35). Los Angeles

Table 35.—Nuaber and percentage of crates shipped to terainal aarkets
in the Western aarket area, 19 Florida sweet com sales firas,

1962-63 season

Terminal Market
Nuaber of Percent of Percent of
Crates West Total

Los Angeles, California 5,966 36.5 1.0
San Francisco, California 5,586 34^1 1.0
Sacraaento, California 1,400 8.6 .2

Other aarkets" 3,405 20.8 .6

Total 16,357 100.0 2.8

'Markets receiving less than 1,000 crates. See Appendix D
for list of all Western aarkets.
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and San Franclaco w«re the two aajor teminal aarkets, each receiving

around 35 percent of the area 'a total. The five saall markets received

20.8 percent of the shipaents to this area.

Canada

Shipaents to Canada were about one-third larger than those to

the West and about equal to Midwest receipts. A total of 27,882

crates of sweet com was observed for the Canadian aarket area. For

the shipaents to Canada, the province was considered as the terainal

aarket, rather than the Individual city. Shipaents were observed to

five Canadian provinces.

During the fall and winter, shipaents were irregular and no

pattern was apparent. Spring weekly shipaents began at 2 to 3 per-

cent of the total voluae and increased slowly throughout the season

to a level of 9 percent in July.

The two largest provinces in Canada accounted for 97.2 per-

cent of the area's voluae and 4.7 percent of the observed shipaents

(Table 36). Ontario alone received 71.6 percent of the Canadian

shipaents.

Large and Mediua Markets

It is apparent froa Figure 5 that the aajor terainal aarkets

were spread over the eastern United States and Canada with a concen-

tration in aaJor population centers. The terainal aarkets shown

on this asp received 94.8 percent of the sweet com shipaents froa

Florida. The 15 large aarkets shown accounted for 61.0 percent and

the 52 aediuB aarkets accounted for the reaainlng 33.8 percent.
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Table 36.—Nimber and percentage of crates shipped to provinces in
the Canadian aarket area, 19 Florida sweet corn sales finas,

1962-63 season
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Table 37.—Distribution of crates shipped by type of com and aarket
area, 19 Florida sweet com sales firas, 1962-63 season
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Table 38.—Distribution of crates shipped, by sales area and aarket
area, 19 Florida sweet corn sales firms, 1962-63 season
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Tabl* 39.—Distribution of crates shipped, by size of sales flra, and

arket area, 19 Florida sweet com sales firms, 1962-63 season
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Table 40.—Distribution of crates shipped, by type of buyer and aarket
area, 19 Florida sweet com sales firas, 1962-63 season
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8hlpa«nts than did other areas. F.Oob, shipaents accounted for 76 to

79 percent of the receipts In these areas, while accounting for over

90 percent to other areas. The decline In laportance of f.o.b.

shipaents to these areas was offset by an Increase In delivered

sales. Delivered sales accounted for more than 12 percent of

the area's receipts In the Northeast, North Central and Midwest

(Table 41).

Table 41.—Distribution of crates shipped, by basis of sale and
arket area, 19 Florida sweet corn sales firas,

1962-63 season



CHAPTER VI

INDUSTRY CmOANIZATION AND MARKETING CHANNELS

l_The Florida sweet com Industry, which developed froa one of

little iaportance to a Bulti-aillion dollar Industry in the past 15

years, has experienced a nuaber of acute aarketlng probleas during

the past few years. Soae of these probleas were associated with

rapid growth, but others appeared to be chronic. _JBy the early

1960*8, leaders In the industry began questioning whether the aarketing

probleas could be aet satisfactorily with the aarket organization and

structure then existing.

Action was subsequently initiated to adopt a state aarketing

order covering sweet corn„ Industry hearings were held to evaluate

the feasibility of an order and in January, 1963 the Sweet Corn

Marketing Order (as aaended 1962) was adopted in the Belle Glade

and South Florida sales areas. Concurrently, a cooperative

bargaining association was organized whose aeabership was aade up

of Florida sweet corn growers froa the area covered by the Marketing

Order. This cooperative was known as the Florida Sweet Corn Exchange,

referred to hereafter as the Exchange,

The Marketing Order

The authority for the Marketing Order adopted by the sweet

corn industry was granted in the Florida Sweet Corn Marketing Act

104
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of 1959, as aaended. "^la act provid«d the framework under which

the sweet com industry could adopt a aarketing order if approved

by the growers and handlers. Adoption of the order required the

approval by 65 percent of the affected grxwers who produced 75

percent of the sweet com voluae in the area affected, ^t also

required the approval of the handlers of 65 percent or sore of the

oluae. Regulations and restrictions issued under the authority of

the Marketing Order are binding on all growers and handlers in

the affected area once the Order has been adopted. iThe Marketing

Order may be terainated at the end of a marketing season by the

Coaalssioner of Agriculture urtien he receives a written request for

such action by 50 percent or sore of the growers who produced aore

than 50 percent of the voluae marketed. 'Some of the aore i^ortant

provisions of the Marketing Order are discussed in the following

sections.

Purpose

The purpose of the aarketing order is to iaprove returns to

growers through a aore orderly systea of aarketing. Specific provisions

of the Order which are intended to proaote aore orderly aarketing are

quantity regulation, quality control, inspection snd container regu-

lation, prohibition of unfair trade practices, research and sdver-^

tis inf.

IaII references to the sweet com industry in respect to the

Marketing Order or Exchange refer only to the Belle Glade and South

Florida areaa and not the Central Florida area.

2
Florida Departaent of Agriculture, Sweet Com Marketing

Order (as aaended 1962) (Tallahassee, Florida: January. 1963), pp. 1-12,
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Adalnistr«tlon

The final responsibility for the sdainistration of the Marketing

Order rests with the Cooaissioner of Agriculture. He is authorized to

appoint an ll-aeaber Sweet Corn Advisory CcMnaittee to recoasend rules

and regulations and to carry out certain provisions of the prograSo

Elections are held in the production areas to select the noalnations

for the nine Advisory Coaaiittee aeabers froa the Belle Glade area

and the two from the South Florida area.

Although the final authority of the Marketing Order is vested

in the Coanissioner of Agriculture, the Advisory Comittee's role is

vital since it has the responsibility of fomulating plans and

policies for the industry and for recoaaending actimis to carry these

out. Recoaaendations of the Advisory Coaaittee are noraally accepted

by the Cooaissioner provided they are within the authority of the

Order and do not violate the public interest.

Quantity Regulations

Provisions are aade in the Marketing Order to control the

quantity of sweet corn sold during a aarketing year by the use of a

"aarketable allotaent^" The "aarketable allotaent" represents the

total nuaber of crates which the industry intends to aarket during

a aarketing year. Based on an "econoaic and aarketing survey" it is

the responsibility of the Advisory Coaaittee to recoaaend a "aarketable

allotaent" to the Coaaissioner prior to the start of each season. With

the approval of the Coaaissioner, the "aarketable allotaent" aay:

(1) Liait the total quantity of sweet com, or that of
any grade, size or quality, which aay be distributed
by handlers.
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(2) Llalt the srade, slse or quality which may b« distri-
buted during a particular period of the aarketliic year.

(3) Allot equitably aaong handlers the total quantity, or

the quantity by grade, slse or quality that aay be

placed In the prlaary channels of trade. This allotaeat
Is based on a prior period of sales which the CoaBlssloner
finds representative p Such an allotaent constitutes a

"base quantity" for handlers.

"Base quantity" Is the predominant eleaent used In co^^utlng

the aarket share of the "mrketable allotaent" which sales flras will

receive In subsequent years. Noraally, the total "aarketable allotaent'

will be divided according to the ratios In which the "base qusntltles"

are shared In the previous year; however, a "base quantity reserve"

Is set aside each year for new sales flras. "Teaporary base quantities*

aay be assigned froa this by the Advisory Coaalttee If they deea It

appropriate. "Teaporary base quantities" becoae peraanent after three

consecutive years of use. Of the total "asrketable allotaent," 5

percent will be set aside annually for this purpose through the 1964-

65 season and 2.5 percent each season thereafter.

Quality and Container Regulations

The Advisory Coaalttee aay recoaaend to the Coaalssloner of

Agriculture that standards of grade, condition, size, aaturlty or

pack be established. Ihilfora Inspectlmi, grsdlng and proper labeling

aay also be required under this provision. Regulations asy be Issued

establishing the size, weight, capacity and dlaenslons of containers

which asy be used for sweet com placed In the prlaary chanaels of

trade

.

The Coaalssloner hss Issued requlreaents that (1) all sweet

com be precooled prior to leaving the aarketlng area, (2) all sweet
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corn be packed In specified crates and (3) no com below 85 percent

3
U. S. Fancy Grade be placed In the priaary channels of trade.

These regulations Bay be changed at any tlae upon reconaendation

of the Advisory Coaaittee and the concurrence of the Coaalssioner.

Unfair Trade Practices

The Coaalssloner, upon the recoaaendatlon of the Advisory

CoflUilttee, aay issue and enforce regulations designed to correct

any trade practice adversely affecting the dlstributimi of corn

within the area covered by the order. The Conalssioner aay also

enforce existing regulations concerning trade practices.

Research

The Advisory CoMilttee is authorised to carry out such studies

on the production or distribution of sweet corn as are deeiaed desir-

able. It is also authorized to allocate and expend the funds that

aay be required.

Advertising and Proaotion

The Advisory Coaaittee with the approval of the Coaaissioner

aay establish advertising and sales proiK>tlon prograas to create

new,or aaintaln present, aarkets for Florida sweet com. Any tjrpe

of prograa in this category aay be proaulgated as long as it does

not proaote any particular handler's brand or trade naae.

3
Florida Departaent of Agriculture, Florida Adainistrative

Code, 71 - 6.04, 71 - 6.05 and 71 - 6.09.
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The Florida Sweet Corn Exchange

The articles of incorporation and bylaws of the Florida Sweet

Com Exchange are siailar to those of other cooperative marketing

organisations, but its method of operation is soaewhat unique. Froa

its Beabership of growers a 13-aeaber board of directors is elected

whose responsibility it is to foraulate policies and conduct the

business of the Exchange. Three officers, a president, vice-president

and secretary-treasurer, are selected by the Board froa its aeabers.

The Exchange has two standing coaaittees, the Executive Coaaittee and

the Marketing Subcoaaittee, to whoa the responsibility for carrying

out aany of the activities is delegated.

Through the use of aarketing contracts with growers, the Exchange

acquires title to and exclusive asrketing rights of sweet corn produced

by its aeabers. The Exchange also signs contracts with "authorized sales

agencies'* under which such sgencles agree to be governed in the sale and

distribution of all corn handled for Exchange aeabers. Sweet com is

delivered by growers directly to the "authorized sales agencies" of the

growers' choice, but aust be handled according to the Exchange agreeaent.

Specifically, the sales firas agree not to sell for a price less than

that specified by the Board of Directors and to adopt any ssles pro-

cedures recoaaended by the Directors as being in the best interest of

the growers.

Meabership in the Exchsnge, unlike the provisions of the

Marketing Order, is on a voluntary basis. All rules of the Exchan^

are applicable only to Exchange aeabers while Marketing Order regu-

lations are applicable to all industry aeabers. Growers who Join

the Exchsnge aust place their entire production under contract.

Sales firas who contract with the Exchange aay handle corn for
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both Beabers and nonaeBbers. Exchange policies are applicable only

to com handled for aeabers.

Pricing

Setting the selling price is a continuous Job, requiring con-

stant revision throughout the season. This function is delegated to

the Marketing SubcoaBlttee by the Directors. The Harketlng Sub-

comittee weighs all Marketing inforaation and sets prices by grade

and type of com. These prices aust be followed by all sales firaa

handling Exchange com. Prices are noraally set as early as possible

each week, usually on Monday, and are applicable for periods ranging

up to a week, depending upon aarketing conditions, but they aay be

revised anytiae the Subcoaaittee feels it is necessary.

Coordination

The Marketing Order and the Exchange are separate organi-

zations, however, in an operational sense they are coapanion

organisations and are intended to work closely together to aeet

the aarketing objectives of the Industry. Each has specific functions

which it can perfora, but the two working together aake it possible

to have soae control over aarketable output, price, advertising and

other factors which aay affect industry revenue.

Although the functions of the Marketing Order and Exchange

are separate, a well defined aarketing prograa aust take into

account the contributions froa both. Coordination is obtained

largely by having an overlapping of Exchange Directors and aeabers

of the Advisory Coaaittee. Nine of the 13 Directors of the Exchange
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during the 1963-64 season were either aeabers of alternate aeirtMrs

of the Advisory Cooalttee.

Evaluation by Sales Tlrma

The aanagers of the 20 sales firms In the Belle Glade and

South Florida areas were asked to evaluate the effects of several

of the Marketing Order and Exchange prograas. Sales flras In the

Central Florida area were not Included In this phase of the study

since the Marketing Order did not cover that area and aost of the

growers there were not Boabers of the Exchange.

Selling Functions

Managers were asked to evaluate how their selling functions

In 1962-63, the first active year for the Marketing Order and

Exchange, had been changed froa previous years. In four prlaary

areas of Interest, one-half or aore of the flras observed no chsnge

In their selling functions (Table 42).

Table 42.—Effects which the Marketing Order and Exchange prograas
had on certain selling functions of the flra, 20 Florida sweet com

sales flras, 1962-63 season
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of any direct contributions to the Exchange. Tlie six managers who

observed changes in their sales coet indicated it was higher.

Telephone charges and carryover expenses were the two areas that

accounted for aost of the increases in sales cost. The Managers

indicated that it took aore calls to locate buyers when operating

with fixed prices and that aore return calls wez^ required to

confirm prices set by the Exchange. Two Managers indicated that

delays in finding buyers when the prices were set increased the

cost of storage and handling. Fourteen Managers observed no effect

on their sales cost due to the operation of the Exchange and

Marketing Order.

Only two of the sales firMS felt that the Marketing Order

and Exchange prograMS had any effect on the teminal Market areas

to which they Marketed sweet com. They felt that soae sales of

"price corn" were lost to competing sales finas who were not aeMbers

4
of the Exchange.

Although 60 percent of the Managers indicated that they had

not altered their basis of sale, four firMS cmisigned More and

three finas less than in previous years. The increase in consigned

sales was attributed to the difficulty in finding buyers and the

tendency to use up the 5 percent consignment liMitation perMitted

by the Exchange. The firMS that decreased consigned sales had to

do so to reMain within the Exchange liMitation. Tlie reMaining

firM indicated it had increased delivered sales in order to be

More coMpetitive.

"Price com" refers to com which barely Meets the specifica-
tions of a particular grade and is soaetiMes sold below the accepted
price for the grade.
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One-half of the Banagera interviewed indicated that the grades

of com their firas shipped were affected by the activities of the

Marketing Order and Exchange. All 10 of these Managers indicated

that the voluae of the lower grades had been reduced. Soae firas

had done this by discontinuing shlpaents of bulk com; others had

reduced their shipaents of "percentage grade" com, while still others

discontinued shipaents of U. S. No. 2 grade com.

Marketable Allotaent

None of the fira aanagers thought the 1962-63 "aarketable

allotaent" of the Marketing Order was too low, but seven, or 35

percent, felt it was too high (Table 43).^ Most of these felt that

the allotaent was so large that it encouraged excess production.

Table 43.--Opinions of fira aanagers cmiceming the size of the

"aarketable allotaent" established under the Marketing Order,
20 Florida sweet com sales firas, 1962-63 seasm

Sales Firas
Opinion

Nuaber Percent

Too high 7 35.0
Too low
About right 5 25.0
Qualified right 7 35.0
No opinion 1 5«0

Sixty percent of the sales firas thought the size of the

"Marketable allotaent" was referred to in the questionnaire
as aarketing quota.
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"arketable allotment" was about right, or about right if certain

conditions occurred. Of the seven firms that qualified their

opinions on the allotawnt sise, five thought it was all right provided

the production was well distributed throughout the season. The sug-

gestion was Bade that the allotaent should be made mi a seasonal basis

In order to assure a sore satisfactory seasonal distribution. Two

firas felt the allotaents were all right provided yields were not

too high.

Advertising

Three-fourths of the sales finis felt that the advertising

progrsB conducted under the Marketing Order was beneficial to their

sales (Table 44). The extent to which they felt it benefited thea

ranged froa "very auch" to "it does no hara." Only five sales

flras felt that the prograa was of no benefit to thea. Three of

these were froa the South Florida area and indicated that they

received no benefits due to the tiaing of the proaotional efforts.

Only one aanager indicated that the advertising prograa

should be eliainated and only three thought it should be decreased.

These three qualified their answers by stating they would be aore

in favor of the prograa if it were redirected toward aore direct

aerchandislng efforts with their buyers. They felt that consuaer

advertising was of little benefit to thea. On the other hand,

several of the aanagers who felt the prograa should be expanded

felt that consuaer advertising should be expanded.
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Table 44.—Questions on attitudes of firs aanagers concerning the
Industry advertising prograa conducted under the Marketing Order,

20 Florida sweet corn sales firauB, 1962>63 season

Question
sales Fi

Number Percent

Did the progrsa
benefit sales?

Yes 15 75.0
No 5 25.0

Should It be:

Expanded 8 40.0
Saae 8 40.0
Decreased 3 15.0
EllBlnsted 1 5.0

Buyer Relations

All 18 sales flm managers, who had received reactions from

their buyers on the activities of the Marketing Order and Exchange,

indicated that these reactions were unfavorable. Two had received

no buyer reactions to the prograa. Buyers generally did not recog-

nise any benefits they aay hsve received froa the price stability

or unifora price aspects of the prograa. Reasons given for the

buyer's dislike of the prograa were (1) prices could not reflect

the sctual value of soae com and (2) advanced prices could not

be arranged for special large voluae purchases which were tied

in with buyer's proaotional prograas.

Pricing

Sixty percent of the sales fira aanagers felt that the

pricing activities of the Exchsnge both rsised and lowered
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prices at various tlaes (Table 45). Tliere was little agreeaeiit, however,

on the periods when prices were raised or lowered. Soae thoufl^t that

prices were held down In the winter and early spring, but were oihanced

during the late spring. Others disagreed with this and thought that

prices were helped aore by these prograas In the winter and early spring.

Several of the aanagers felt that the Exchange lowered or raised prices

on a day-to-day basis, depending on aarket condltlcms each day. Ttiose

who thought the Exchange either raised or lowered prices were about

equally divided, two and three, respectively. Only two flras felt the

Exchange had no effect on the prices.

Table 45.--Opinions of fin aanagers concerning the effect the Exchange
had on price levels, 20 Florida sweet com sales flras, 1962-63 season

Effect
Sales Flra

Nuaber Percent

Raised 2 10.0
Lowered 3 15.0
Both 12 60.0
No effect 2 10.0
No opinion 1 5.0

Marketing Channels

The organizations handling sweet com have been discussed in

soae detail In this study. However, due to the nuaerous organizations

Involved and the varied roles of each. It Is soaetlaes difficult to

understand how they fit together In the aarketlng systea. The

scheaatlc drawing In Figure 7 Illustrates the relative position in

the aarketlng channels of organizations handling Florida sweet com.
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The percentage distribution figures froa the producer to the v^olesale

level were based on data discussed In this study, but the retail level

data were based on secondary sources.

Sweet com was produced by 89 growers In the three primary

production areas of Florida and was aarketed by 25 sales firas. The

Central Florida area, which was not covered by the Marketing Order,

sold 17.4 percent of the total volime. The reaaining 82.6 percent was

shipped froa the Belle Glade and South Florida areas and was under

the Marketing Order. The Florida Sweet Com Exchange contracted for

the handling of 64.2 percent of the voluae aarketed froa the area

covered by the Marketing Order, although it accounted for only 53.0

percent of the Florida voluae.

Florida brokers had 12.5 percent of the voluae Invoiced

directly to thea. This does not Include all com handled by brokers

since part was invoiced directly to the terainal buyer by the sales

firm. When this was done the designation of the terainal buyer was

used. Although the type of buyer was not known for sales Invoiced

to brokers, it was assuaed the distribution was the saae as that of

6
Other sales.

Shipaents aade to the wholesale level accounted for 99 percent

of the voluae sold, with chains and wholesalers accounting for over

90 percent. One percent of the voluae was sold directly to retailers

and govemaent.

%his assuaption was based on (a) the distribution of ship-
aents froa brokers where the type buyer was known and (b) personal
interviews with brokers.
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The distribution of shlpaents throughout the roaainder of the

arketlng systea was based on the assuaptlon that sweet com was

handled in the saae proportion by the chain stores, retail stores and

7
institutional aarkets as all food. Data could not be obtained on the

distribution of sweet com at this level.

Based on data reported by the Progressive Grocer on the distri-

bution of food handled by chain and Independent stores, it was esti-

aated that slightly over one-half of the Florida com reached consuaers

through chain stores. Independent stores were estiaated to handle

around 39 percmtt. The estiaate of the institutional aarket size

was derived froa a study of institutimial wholesale grocers by

9
Wischkaei^>er and Bouaa. It was estiaated that 9 percent reached

consuaers through these outlets. The reaainlng 0.8 percent was

accounted for by direct governannt purchases.

7
It was realised that certain biases aay be introduced by

aaking this ass^a^>tion, although there was no apparent reason why
com would be expected to be handled in a ratio different froa other
foods. Nevertheless, the data should be accepted for their purpose-
to indicate the relative iaportance of the aarketing channels.

"Grocery Business Annual Report—19640" Progressive Grocer
(New York: The Butterick Coapany, Inc., April, 1964), p. F7.

g
Paul Wischkaeaper and John C, Bouaa, Services of Institutional

Wholeaale Grocers (Washington, D. C. : USOA, AMS, Deceaber, 1962), p. 1.



CHAPTER VII

THEORETICAL GUIDELINES FOR PRICE AND MARKETABLE OUTPUT

The prlaary decisions which aust be aade by the Marketing

Order's Advisory Coaaittee relate to Marketable output and those

by the Exchange's Directors relate to price. Although the organi-

zation and aarket structure of the Florida sweet corn industry

have been discussed in considerable detail in the previous chapters,

they do not relate directly to either of these questions. It is

not the purpose of this chapter to provide answers to price and

output questions, but only to provide theoretical guidelines for

axiaizing profits to the industry.

The Econoaic Model

Agriculture is often thought of as a segaent of the econoay

in the United States that closely approxiaates the econoaic aodel of

pure coapetition. This is undoubtedly true for soae industries, such

as cattle and hogs at the fara level, but the Florida sweet corn

industry does not aeet aany of the conditions assuaed in this aodel.

Conditions contributing to the sweet com industry's variance fr(»

this aodel aay be classified as (1) natural phenoaena and (2)

organizational characteristics.

Natural phenoaena refer to the cliaatic and cultural con-

ditions that perait production of sweet corn in Florida over an

120
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extended period when productlmi is not available from coapetlnc

areas. Not only is there no coapetition, but there is no threat

of doaestic coapetition, barring a aajor change in technology,

during aost of this period.

Organisational characteristics refer to the nuid>er of sales

firas, their interrelationships and their organisation under the

Marketing Order and Exchange. The liaited nuaber of firas sets

this industry aside froa aany others, but of even aore significance

to its econoaic character is its organization under the Marketing

Order and Exchange.

These two characteristics, peculiar to the Florida sweet

corn industry, introduce an eleaent of aonopoly and of seller con-

centration with soae degree of collusion. These characteristics

are evidently not coapatible with the conditions of pure coapetition.

It is virtually iapossible to develop a theoretical aodel that con-

foras perfectly to the conditions of an industry in the real world.

The Job of the econmist is to develop a theoretical aodel that

explains an industry's functions as perfectly as possible. Based

on the results of this study it was deterained that the Florida

sweet corn industry was aost closely approxiaated by the con-

ditions of the "organized collusive oligopoly" as discussed by

Leftwlch, or the "collusive oligopoly selling identical products"

2
as discussed by Blodgett. These aodels with certain aodifIcatlons

Richard H. Leftwlch, The Price Systea and Resource Allocation
(rev. ed. ; New York: Holt, Rlnehart and Winston, March, 1960), pp.
236-237.

2Ralph H. Blodgett, Our Expanding Econoay (New York: Rlnehart
b Coapany, Inc., July, 1955), pp. 355-367,
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appeared to offer the aost appropriate franework around which to

develop a theoretical analysis of the industry.

The validity of using the collusive oligopoly aodel to

explain price and Marketable output deterainations depends on how

well the industry in the real world conforms to the assuaptions of

the theoretical aodel. Although it would not be expected that the

arket conditions of the Industry and the aodel would confora per-

fectly, they should be approxiaated.

Nuaber of Sellers

Blodgett defines oligopoly as "a aarket situation in which

there are only a few sellers of soae economic good." The tera

"a few'* is difficult to define in absolute nuabers. Bain elaborates

further by dividing oligopolies into five classes based on the

nuabers of sellers and the concentration of output.^ Bain's clas-

sification, ''aoderate concentration aaong a few sellers with a

coapetitive fringe," seeas to be aost representative of the aarket

conditions found in the Florida sweet corn industry. Bain describes

this classification as follows:

Industries where a very few or a aoderately few sellers
control the bulk of the industry output and where a substantial
nuaber of saall sellers share the reaainder. For exaaple, seven
large sellers supply 85 percent of the industry output and 35
saall sellers divide the reaainder . . .

.^

In the area included under the Marketing Order there were 20

^Ibid., p. 355,

4Joe So Bain, Price Theory (New York: Henry Holt and Coapany,
1952), pp. 268-270.

5
Ibid. , p. 269.
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8we«t com sale* flras in 1962-63. The Central Florida area was not

included in this analysis since it was not covered by the Marketing

Order and it shipped com only in late May and June. Eight large

ssles firas in the Belle Glade and South Florida areas sold 71

percent of the com observed. The 12 aediua and saall firas ac-

counted for the reaaining 29 percent. The concentration of voluae

aaong the large sellers was slightly less and the coapetitive

fringe saaller than that described by Bain, but the industry would

undoubtedly still be considered as an oligopoly on the basis of

the nuaber of sellers and concentration of sales.

Leftwich in discussing the nuaber and size of firas in an

oligopoly aakes the additional point that "there are few enough

sellers of a particular product for the activities of one to be

,.6
of iaportance to the others .... Since one of the objectives

of the Exchange as described by a Director was "to prevent drops

in prices due to price cutting of one or two shippers," there

appears to be little doubt that the activities of one sales fira

are of iaportance to all.

Collusion

Leftwich defines the "organized collusive oligopoly" as

follows:

^Leftwich, op. cit., p. 233.
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Oligopoly of the Class 1 (this) variety consists priaarily

of cartel arrangenents. A cartel Is a foraal organization of

the producers within a given industry. Its purpose is to

transfer certain aanagreaent decisions and functions of the

individual firas to a central association with the expectation

that profit positions of the individual firas will be improved

by the transfer.

The Marketing Order and Exchange are types of legal cartels

operating in the sweet corn industry in Florida, The aanageaent

decision on output level was transferred froa the growers and in-

directly froB the sales firas to the Advisory Coaaittee of the

Marketing Order. The aanageaent decision of the sale price was

transferred froa the sales firas to the Exchange. The purpose of

these transfers was to iaprove the profits of the industry and

its aeabexni. Certain other aanageaent decisions and functions of

the sales firas were transferred to the Marketing Order and Exchange

also, but those of output and price are aost relevant to this

analysis.

Identical Products

It aay be possible for a sweet corn sales fira to aarket a

differentiated product in at least two wajrs: (1) aarket a sub-

stantially different quality of corn and (2) provide distinctive

services to the buyers.

It seeas unlikely that any substantial degree of differentia-

tion was secured by the firas through aarketing a superior quality

^Ibid. , p. 236.
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corn. It was found that 92.5 percent of the observed com was yellow

U. S. Fancy grade and 3 percent was white, all of which was precooled

and packed in standard crates. Hits aeans that only 4.5 percent could

be differentiated by grade. Since aost of the "percentage grade"

com was Marketed in the fall and winter, corn quality can practically

be considered hoarageneous during aost of the season.

Services which the sales firas aay offer buyers could take

several foras. Soae of the Bore coaaaon are protection against risks,

ccmfidence in business ethics, proapt adjustaents of losses and credit

teras on the shi|»ents. Since aost business is transacted verbally

and the buyer usually does not see the product before purchase, con-

fidence plays an iaportant role in the produce business. For this

reason soae degree of differentiation could exist between sales firas

in this aanner. However, it seeas unlikely that it is large enough

to substantially alter this assuaption.

Assuaptions of the Analysis

It was necessary to assuae prescribed tiae periods for

analysis purposes. Three tiae periods, the short run, interaediate

and long run, as outlined by Blodgett were used. The short run for

this analysis refers to a period within the season after the com

has been planted. Once planted the quantity to be aarketed cannot

be changed substantially and the only relevant decision <m output

is whether to sell or abandon it. The interaediate period roughly

^Blodgett, op. cit., pp. 288-289.
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coincides vlth a aarketlng season. It Is a period long enough to

change the rate of plantings and, consequently, the rate of Market-

able output, but not long enough to change the productive capacity.

This assuaes that land Is not a Halting factor In this period. The

long run Is noraally a period longer than a auirketlng seastn. During

this period the productive capacity of the flra can be changed by

acquiring or selling such equlpaent as planters, harvesting machines,

precoolers and. In soae cases, land.

This analysis Is developed to show the coablnatlon of price and

Marketable output for each tlae period that will aazlaize profits. In

this analysis It is assuaed that deiMnd does not change. It Is also

assuaed that each tlae period Is Independent and that the effects of

action taken In ooe period do not have to be considered In another.

This analysis theoretically develops how profits could be aaxlalzed

In each tlae period. This does not necessarily aean that It would

always be desirable or wise for the Industry to atteapt to aaxlalze

profits as shown. For exaaple, llaltatlon of aarketable output In

one period aay Halt long run growth or proapt the Coaalssloner of

Agriculture to Intercede In the "public Interest." This analysis

Is Intended to serve only as a guideline as to how profits could be

aaxlalzed.

Short Rtin

The Advisory Coamlttee of the Marketing Order has the authority

to affect the short run supply of com through the use of flow-to-

aarket regulations, harvesting holidays and grade restrictions. The

level to which supply should be restricted Is a continuing problea

for the Coamlttee.
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M«xl»lg«tloiB of Revnue

In th« short run cost* becoae Irrelevant since all costs, with

the exception of harvesting and Marketing costs, have already been

Incurred. The only relevant decision is whether or not to harvest and

sell the crop. The short run problea thus becoaws one of how to

azlalze revenue with a given potential aarketable output.

In order to aaxialBe short run revenue the industry Bust

operate at the level on the d«Mnd curve where elasticity is at, or

as close as possible to, unity. An assuaed weekly deaand schedule

based on a typical price-quantity relationship during a heavy shipaent

period for the Florida sweet com industry is shown in the first three

coluans of Table 46. In this deaand schedule the aost profitable

short run aarketable output would be at the level where elasticity

is at unity. This level Is obtained when the aarketable output is

15,200 crates and the price is $2.00 per crate. The total industry

revenue at this level is $30,400, and if the aarketable output were

raised or lowered froa this level, total revenue would decline. For

exaaple, if all 28,000 crates were sold the total revenue would drop

$6,000, to a total of $22,400.

If a schedule of aarketing costs is considered as shown in

coluans 4 and 5 of Table 46, then the optiaua aarketable output—

the level where net industry revenue (coluan 6) would be aaxialzed

—

would be at a lower level of shipaents. Industry revenue would now

be aaxiaised when the quantity sold was 12,000 crates per week and

the price per crate was $2.40. Marketing cost per crate would be

$1.10 and the net Industry revenue would be $15,680.
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Table 46.—Assuaed weekly deaand schedule and
for Florida sweet com

arketing cost schedule
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Interaediate Period

The Advisory Coaalttee has the authority to set the quantity

of sweet com that aay be Marketed In the Interaedlate period. This

Is Bade possible by the provision for establishing an annual "Market-

able allotaent" prior to the tlae plantings begin. The procedure

whereby this allotnent Is established and divided aaong the growers

was discussed In the previous chapter.

MaxlMlMtlon of Profits

The deteralnatlon of the aost profitable level of price and

Marketable output In the InterMedlate period Is More Involved than

In the short run since costs cannot be Ignored. Coats are iMportant

because that part of the Marginal costs schedule i^lch exceeds the

level where Marginal and average variable cost are equal Makes up the

supply schedule for a flrM. This Is a schedule of quantities the

flm Is willing to sell at correspmidlng prices.

The Industry supply schedule Is forMed by a suMMatlon of

the Individual flrM supply or Marginal cost schedules. This process

Is Illustrated graphically In Figure 8. If It Is assuaed that the

Industry Is coMposed of three fIrMS and that mc , mc and mc. represent12 «5

their respective Marginal cost curves, the Industry Marginal cost or

supply curve will be the horizontal suMMatlon of these curves as Il-

lustrated by yc.

The principle of equating Marginal cost and Marginal revenue

Is followed to deterMlne the Most profitable level of Marketable output

for the Industry. It DD represents the deMand for sweet corn and MR

the Marginal revenue, then the Most profitable level for the Industry
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Figure 8.—OptlauB solution for price and
interaediate period.

arketable output in the

is at point b, where UC equals MR. At this level the industry aarket-

able output will be oQ and the price will be oP.

This solution indicates the total interaediate period output,

but does not solve the problea of what firas should produce how auch

in order to aaxiaize industry profits. In order to aaxiaise profits

at this price and output, cost aust be at a ainiaun. This aay be

accoaplished only by equating the aarginal cost of all firas to that

of the industry. This is illustrated in Figure 8 by line ab which

equates the aarginal cost of all firas to that of the industry at

the optiaua price and output level. The aarketable output of each

fira is oq , oq and oq , which necessarily equals the industry
X m 3

output oQ. This is the optiaua coabination of price, industry out-

put and fira output to aaxiaise interaediate period profits. A

change in any of these factors would cause profits to decline.
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Evaluation

The evaluation of the interaediate period adjustaents will

be considered in two parts. First, the adjustaent of the industry

price and output to the optiaua level and second, adjustaent of the

firas to the optiaua output.

The extent to which aarketable output is adjusted to a level

that equates industry aarginal coat and aarginal revenue is difficult

to evaluate. The obvious problea in asking this adjustaent and also

in aaking the evaluation is that of inadequate inforaation. Marginal

cost and aarginal revenue, for exaaple, are not known and can only be

approxiaated. The 1962-63 production estiaates do not indicate that

seasonal production was affected substantially, assuaing a reduction

was necessary to approach the optiaua output. Production was about

one-half aillimi crates larger than in 1961-62, about equal to the

average annual increase for the past 10 years. Even so, one year is

too short a period to perait a valid evaluation to be aade.

A look at soae of the factors that aay tend to inhibit inter-

aediate period output adjustaents to the optiaua level aay provide an

insight into the extent that adJustiMnts aay be expected. The Marked

ing Order provides that the Coaaissioner of Agriculture shall see that

the "public interest" is protected. Substantial exploitation of the

deaand curve through aarketable output liaitations aay cause public

reaction resulting in action against the industry under this provision.

Although this aay affect aarketable output decisions under soae con-

ditions, other factors seea aore iaportant.

The incentive for the individual fira to expand aarketable

output, even though it aay not be in the interest of greatest industry
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profits, appears to b« aore iaportant. This phenoaenon is illustrated

graphically in Figure 9. If LD is the industry deaand curve, the fira

denand curve will be illustrated by dd. Actually, the total deaand,

DD, is coaposed of an aggregation of parallel fira deaand curves, dd,

each representing the firas * aarket share. All fira deaand curves

have identical slopes to that of the industry deaand curve because

the Advisory Coaaittee deteralnes the output at various levels on

this curve. It should be stressed, that this condition prevails

only so long as the Advisory Conaittee controls the output decisions

and the individual fira aay not change output independently to exploit

this sloped deaand curve.

If the Advisory Coaaittee should decide that industry profits

could be increased by reducing aarketable output froa oQ to oQ*, then

the fira aust necessarily reduce its output by an equal percentage,

or froa oq to oq'. When this occurs price rises froa ciP to oP'.

An industry price vhlch is stabilized by a cartel agreeaent

of this nature creates the incentive for a fira to expand aarketable

output. The fira does not think of itself as having a sloping deaand

curve like dd, but one which is auch aore elastic, or perfectly

elastic, as shown by the price line p'a. Such a deaand curve would

exist only if all other firas followed the controls of the Advisory

Coaaittee, while it was free to aake adjustaents. Each fira, looking

at its self Interest, has the incentive to behave in this aanner,

whether or not it is rational froa the industry standpoint. Therefore,

when price rises to oP', the fIras' incentive is to equate its aarginal

cost with the industry price and thus expand output to oq*', a quantity

even larger than its original output of oq.
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P*

q'q Q Q. Q

Flgur* 9.—Response of the fim to an Industry change In price and
arketable output.

When this phenoaenon Is considered industry-wide, it aesns

that whenever the Advisory Coamittee reduces industry output, snd

price rises, there is iaaediately, for the firas, an incentive for

expansion of the allotaents. This occurs when the price is lower

and output greater than that which would aaxiaiBe industry inter-

aediste period profits. Due to this conflict in fira and induatry

interest, it is unlikely that the optiaua price and output levels

would ever be reached.

A aecond cricerion for the optiaua interaediate period solution

was thst quotas be assigned on the basis of esch fira*s aarglnal

coat. Preaent quotas are not aasigned on this baais, but on the basis

of previous yeara* ahipaenta. Authority to aaaign quotas on the basis

of aarglnal cost is not authorised under the Marketing Order.
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Under the present systea any profits accruing to the industry

are distributed to the fims on the basis of their quota. Therefore,

assignaent of quotas on a basis other than that presently used would

involve a new systea for distributing industry profits, as well as a

redistribution of production. It is unlikely that a scheae acceptable

to the industry could be found for redistribution of profits and pro-

duction quotas, even if peraissive legislation were obtained.

Long Run

The priaary authority of the Advisory Couiittee which is appli-

cable to the long run is that of liaiting the entry of new firas. This

authority is not g^ranted explicitly, but is iaplicit in its authority

to liait quantities that aay be aarketed by new growers. A new aarket-

ing quota can be aarketed through an existing fira, or through a new

fira. However, due to the liaited size of new quotas, it is unlikely

that an efficient sales fira could be established to handle this voluae.

Other barriers, exclusive of the Marketing Order, exist which

liait entry of new firas. When the aanagers of sales firas were asked

how difficult it would be for a new fira to enter the industry, 16

indicated it would be difficult, two thought it would be very dif-

ficult and two had no opinion (Table 47). Difficulty in obtaining

supplies of com, either by attracting present growers froa other

sales firas or by obtaining suitable land to go into production,

was aentioned by aost sales firas as a reason for the difficulty

of entry. The high investaent necessary to enter the business on

an econoaical scale was aentioned as a barrier also.
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Table 47.--Opinions of Bsnagers on the degree of difficulty which new
sales flras would encounter in entering the Florida sweet com industry,

20 Florida sweet com sales firas, 1962-63 season
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LRMC

LRAC

Figure 10^—OptlauB solution for plant size In the long run.

9
volume. This may be analyzed theoretically by considering an array

of scale of plants, each operating at the optlaum level for a given

output. If such an array of plant sizes were considered, long run

average and long run marginal cost curves could be developed as shown

in Figure 10. In order to choose the scale plant from this array

which would maximize profits, the firm must equate its long run

marginal cost, LRMC, with its marginal revenue, mr. The most

profitable long run solution would be for the firm to sell quantity

oQ at price oP.

The word "plant" in this discussion refers to a production
unit and/or a marketing unit.
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Ev«lu«tlon

Plnis In the Florida 8«e«t corn Industry will probably not

approach this optlaua solution very closely In the long run because

the firms are not free under the present Order to change their

arketable output. For exaaple. If the flra discussed In Figure 10

had a quota for less than oQ, it would not be free to expand output

to reach this optlaua long run output. It may obtain the aost

efficient scale plant at soae lesser output authorised by a quota

and still sake a profit, but this would be less profitable than

the long run optlaua solution. At soae later date the Marketing

Order may be aaended to allow the sale of marketable quotas. Just

as allk base quotas are sold under present State 1111k Coaalsslon

legislation and regulations. This would allow the optlaua long

run solution to be aore closely approxlaatedo



CHAPTER VIII

DEMAND ANALYSIS

The danand for sweet corn at the shipping point level was

analyzed to determine elasticities within the range of prices and

arketable outputs at which the industry noraally operates. Prior

to developing these elasticity values, it was necessary to develop

functions explaining the deaand relationships for sweet corn„

These functions were developed through the use of graphic and re-

gression analyses.

Graphic Analysis

Weekly data on carlot shipaents and prices of Florida sweet

corn at the f.Oob. level are compiled for the period froa the second

week of Noveaber through the last week of Hay for the 1960-61, 1961-

62 and 1962-63 marketing seasons (Table 48) » Carlot shipaents in-

cluded the sua of rail and truck shipaents as reported by Brooke,

All truck shipaents were adjusted froa the 600 crate load to a

standard 673 crate rail load before coapilation. Data on f^Oobo

prices were coapiled froa the "Daily Belle Glade Market Report
„'

Donald Lo Brooke, Florida Truck Crop Coapetition 1. Interstate
and Foreign (Gainesville, Florida: Florida Agricultural Experiaent
Station Agricultural Econoaics Miaeo Reports 62-6. 63-2 and EC64-S,
1961-64),

2
USDA AMS, Federal -State Market News Service, Daily Belle Glade

Market Report (Belle Glade, Florida, 1960-61, 1961-62 and 1962-63),

138
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Table 48.—Weekly distribution of carlot shipaents and f.o.b. prices of

Florida sweet corn, 1960-61 - 1962-63 seasons
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Prices as quoted for "yellow, U, S. Fancy" were collected for Monday

through Friday of each week, A simple average of these dally prices

was used to obtain the weekly f.o.b, price.

Preliminary graphic analysis Indicated that a curvilinear

relationship existed between prices and carlot shipments. During the

fall and winter all prices were associated with relatively low ship-

ments. During the spring shipments Increased several fold, but prices

declined only modestly. This resulted In a trend line where prices

declined sharply as volume was Increased In the low volume range.

In the high volume range the curve leveled out and prices declined

modestly as shipments Increased,

The feasibility of using a curvilinear analysis was explored

graphically, but a seasonal division of the marketing year was found

to be a superior approach. Each of the marketing years was divided

Into a fall and winter season which extended from the second week

of November through the third week of February and a spring season

which extended from the last week of February through the remainder

of the year.

Graphic analysis revealed that a distinct negative linear

relationship existed between prices and shipments when each of the

seasons was considered separately. This relationship for the fall

and winter season of 1962-63 may be observed in Figure 11. Each

point represents a weekly price and shipment observation. Dates

corresponding to the week numbers may be found in Table 48, A

similar linear trend may be observed for the spring in Figure 12,

but it should be noted that the scale for carlot shipments in

Figure 12 is ten times that used in Figure 11,
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The division of the aarketing year was based on the supposition

that a shift occurred in the deaand for sweet com between the fall and

winter season and the spring season. The seasonal shift in tastes and

preferences may have been related to weather, traditional patterns of

consuaption or other factors. Nevertheless, the iaq>ortant thing is

to recognize that such a shift did apparently occur.

Selection of Variables

Ten independent variables were considered for a regression

analysis to deteraine the factors that explain variations in f.o.b.

prices of sweet corn. The stepwise aultiple regression aethod was

used to select the significant independent variables for each

season. A discussion of the stepwise regression aodel. Independent

variables considered, aethod of variable selection and aethod of

coaputing the price explanation equations is shown in Appendix E.

This exaaination of the ten variables revealed that three

independent variables as shown below were significant in explaining

price variations based on the three years of data. The aultiple

regression equations, coefficients of deteraination and standard

errors of the estlaate for each season are also shown below:

Fall and Winter

Y = 1.77 - .01160X + .41214X + ,0994x12 3

R^ = .86

Qy
-^ = .30
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Spring

Y= 1.38 - .00127X + .39579x_+ .00817x
1 2 J

R^= .92

Oy = ,22

3
where

:

Y= Expected f.o.b. price for week w.

X = Florida carlot shipaents for week w.

xj= Terminal aarket price on Monday of week w.

x^ Market tone on Monday of week w.

The fall and winter equation accounted for 86 percent of the

price variations with a standard error of the estiaate of 30 cents.

The spring equation explained 92 percent of the price variations with

a standard error of the estlaate of only 22 cents.

Although the Multiple regression equations were effective in

explaining price variations, they were not satisfactory for esti-

ating price elasticities. Estiaating elasticities froa these

equations required that variables x^ and x- be held at a constant

level while x , carlot shipaents, was varied. However, due to

Interaction between the variables, a bias was introduced when

this was done. For exaaple, terainal aarket price (x^) was related

to carlot shipaents (x ) in a siailar relationship to f.o.b. price

(y). Therefore, it was unrealistic to assuae that x reaalned

3See Appendix E for full explanation of variables.
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constant while only x. and y Interacted. Due to this weakness in

using the multiple regression equations, only f.o.b. prices and

Florida carlot shipnents were used in developing the equations

to estimate price elasticities.

Regression Analysis

The siaple linear regresslcHi was used to analyze the

relationship between prices and carlot shipaents for each season.

This analysis was based on the three years of weekly data as shown

in Table 48.

yodel

The general statistical aodel for the siaple linear regression

as used in this analysis is shown below:

Y,= a+ bx, +e^

where

:

A.

Y^ = Expected f.o.b. price for week w.

a = Intercept of the Y axis.

b = Coefficient of the effect of carlot shipments.

Zy s Nuaber of carlot shipaents for week w.

e_ = Randoa effectw •

Regression Equations

When the data for all three aarketing years were coabined in

the seasonal analyses there were 47 degrees of freedoa for the fall

and winter season and 41 degrees of freedoa for the spring season.

Based on the above aodel, seasonal regression equations were coaputed
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using the aethod of analysis for linear regression as outlined by Steel

and Torrie. The regression equations for each season are shown below:

Pall and Winter

V = 4.24 - .01741X

r2= .72

Oy= -42

F = 114.9**

Spring

Y = 3.68 - .00219X

r2 = .84

o^ = .29

F = 206.3**

where:

Y = Expected f.o.b. price for week w.

z = Carlot shipaents for week w.

The regression coefficients for both seasons were highly

significant, indicating that the independent variables caused a

significant reduction in the residual suas of squares, l^e per-

centages of explained variation in the dependent variables de-

clined and the standard errors of the estiaate rose froa those

4
Steel and Torrie, op. cit ., pp. 161-181.

Indicates significance at the 1 percent confidence level.
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observed for the multiple regression equations. Nevertheless, the

single independent variable explained 72 percent of the variations

in prices with a standard error of the estiaate of 42 cents in the

fall and winter. In the spring, variations in shipments explained

84 percent of the price variations with a standard error of the

estimate of 29 cents.

Price Elasticity

Elasticity refers to the responsiveness of the quantity of

a product that will be taken on a market to changes in price. Mathe-

matically, it may be defined as the percentage change in quantity

taken divided by percentage change in price, when the price change

is small.

^

The elasticity of demand would vary at different points on

the demand curve if a linear relationship were assumed. Therefore,

elasticity was measured at more than one level to obtain an estimate

of how it changed. Four levels of shipments were chosen for elas-

ticity measurements—the mean, the mean plus one standard deviation,

the mean minus one standard deviation and the level where elasticity

was unity.

The mean weekly shipment during the fall and winter was 65.31

carlots and the standard deviation was 37.75 carlots. Shipment

levels for plus and minus one standard deviation were 103.06 and

^Leftwich, op. clt„
, pp. 34-36.
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27.56 carlotB, respectively. The aean weekly shipaent during the

spring was 417.10 carlots and the standard deviation was 299.75

carlots. Shipaents levels for plus and alnus one standard deviation

were 716.85 and 117.35 carlots, respectively.

Elasticity, by definition, is at unity when aarginal revenue

equals zero. Therefore, the shipaent levels where elasticity is

unity can be determined by finding the levels where Marginal revenue

is zero. The total revenue equation aay be found by aultiplying

the price regression equatitm by the x variable. The shipaent

levels where elasticity is unity may then be found as shown

below:

Total Revenue

TR = ax + bx^

Marginal Revenue equals the derivative of TR

Str
MR = TJ~= - 2bx

Shipment level when marginal revenue equals zero

= a - 2bx

a
"^ =2b

Substitute in values froa regression equatimis

Fall and Winter

4.24
* = 2(. 01741) = 121.77

Spring
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The regression equations were solved at each of the four

levels of shlpaents to detemlne the corresponding prices as shown

below:

ShlpiMnt
Level^
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Sblpaent
Lerel
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Dollars

5.00

4.00 -

3.00

2.00

1.00
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the sbipaeiit level 840.2 carlots {rtgure 14). Unit elasticity was not

reached in either season until shipaents exceeded a level approximately

twice that of the aean.

Based <hi these elasticities the industry could not have in-

creased totsl revenue by limiting shipaents at anytiae during the

fall and winter of 1962-63. The highest weekly shipment was 121.7

carlots as aay be observed in Table 48, slightly less than that of

unit elasticity of 121.8 carlots. Although shipaents also reaained

below this level in 1960-61, the level was exceeded during three

weeks in the 1961-62 season. These weeks occurred during Noveaber

and Deceaber. Of the 48 fall and winter weeks observed over the

three-year period, total revenue could have been increased during

only three by liaiting aarketable output.

During the spring of 1962-63 total revenue could have been

increased during three weeks by liaiting shifwents. During these

three weeks. May 6, 13 and 20, shipawnts exceeded 840.2 carlots

as aay be observed in Table 48. Shipaents exceeded the level of

unity for two weeks in 1961-62 and for one week in 1960-61. Of

the 42 spring weeks observed over the three years, total revenue

could have been increased during six by liaiting shipaents. All

six of these weeks occurred during May, so it aay be concluded that

total revenue could have been increased by liaiting shipaents during

one-half of the 12 May weeks observed.

This analysis has been concerned only with aaxiaizing total

revenue as would be done in the short run. This does not suggest

thst the industry should operste at this level in the interaediate
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period. The Interaedlate period point of azlmm profits Is where

arglnal revenue equals Karginal cost. This point is above where

Mirglnal revenue equals zero, as was assiaaed in this analysis. An

estiaate of Marginal cost, which was beyond the scope of this study

is necessary before the aost pirofltable Intenwdiate period output

can be determined.



CHAPTER IX

SUlOiARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Florida sweet corn production did not becoae Important froa a

national aarketing viewpoint until after World War II, with a 1947-48

production of 480,000 crates. By the 1962-63 season production in-

creased to 8.8 Billion crates—a level two and one-half tiaes that

of its largest coapetitoro During this period of rapid expansion

nuaber of aarketing probleas were encountered. Industry acticms were

proaulgated to alleviate soae of these probleas; however, inforaation

on the aarket structure and the econoaic nature of the industry have

been inadequate In several respects. The purpose of this study was

to develop the data and carry out certain analyses to provide guide-

lines that would be helpful in solving aarketing probleas.

The traditional pattern of fresh aarket sweet com production

in the United States changed after World War II when specialized pro-

duction areas located at greater distances froa aajor aarkets becaae

aore iaportant relative to the established aarket-garden faraing

areas. Out-of-season production expanded—increasing froa 15 percent

of the total in 1949 to 34 percent in 1963„ Florida, now the leading

sweet com producing state, accounted for 29.4 percent of the 1963

production. Although annual per capita consuaption of sweet corn has

increased only slightly since 1949, out-of-season consuaption has in-

creased froa 1.2 to 2.7 pounds per person between 1949 and 1963.

153
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Production risks, especially cold weather, which play an

important role in the profitability of sweet com in Florida, ap-

peared to be greatest in the winter and smallest in the spring.

Acreage losses were highest during the winter and yields were low,

although fall yields averaged slightly lower. Spring acreage losses

were lowest and yields highest of the three seasons. Florida en-

countered little coMpetition during nost of Its marketing season;

however, it did receive limited competition from California in the

early fall. In the late spring Texas and California entered the

market and after June 1 several southeastern areas also commenced

shipments.

Twenty-five sales firms were included in a 1962-63 season

census of the Florida sweet corn industry. These firms were affili-

ated with 89 growers for a source of supply of corn. Forty percent

of the firms were affiliated with only one grower while 36 percent

were affiliated with two to five growers. The remaining 24 percent

were affiliated with six or more growers.

About one-half of the firms were organized as corporations,

one-fourth as cooperatives and one-fourth as partnerships or

proprietorships. There appeared to be little relationship between

the method of organization and the number of growers affiliated with

the firms, liethod of organization appeared to be more a matter of

personal preference or other considerations than it was the number

of growers.

Sweet corn was marketed from three primary sales areas—Belle

Glade, South Florida and Central Florida. Belle Glade, which had

71 growers and 16 sales firms, shipped 6,037,348 crates of com.
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or 73.6 p«rcent of the total. South Florida, which had nine growera

and six salea firm, sold 737,403 crates, accounting for 9 percent

of the total. Central Florida, which had 14 growers and seven

sales fims, marketed 1,425,980 crates—17.4 percent of the total.

Some growers and sales firms operated in more than one area.

Large volume sales firms, those handling 500,000 or more crates

annually, accounted for 32 percent of the firms, but shipped 64.8 per-

cent of the corn. Medium firms, those handling between 100,000 and

499,999 crates, accounted for 32 percent of the firms and 27.1 percent

of the corn. Small firms, those handling under 100,000 crates, accounted

for 36 percent of the firms, but only 8.1 percent of the corn marketed.

The proportion of sweet com handled by large firms in the Belle Glade

area was substantially greater than that sold by firms of this sise in

other areas.

A 10 percent stratified random start systematic sample of

2,533 shipment invoices was drawn from 19 of the sales firms in the

three sales areas. Based on these data, 92.5 percent of the corn

shipped was yellow, U. S. Fancy grade. Yellow com in the range of

85-89 percent U. S. Fancy grade accounted for 2.4 percent and 75-84

percent U. S. Fancy for 1.3 percent o Unclassified corn accounted

for only 0.3 percent while white corn accounted for the remaining

3.5 percent of the shipments.

Although there were some indicstions that the proportion of

"percentage grade" corn shipped during the fall and winter was higher

than during the spring—the difference was not ststisticslly signifi-

cant. The price of 85-89 percent U. S. Fancy corn averaged 19.4 per-

cent less and 75-84 percent U. S. Fancy averaged 36.5 percent less

than the price of U. S. Fancy during weeks when both prices were

observed. These differences were significant at the 1 percent
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confidence level. Prices in South Florida were si^ificantly higher

than in Belle Glade during the 16 weeks when both areas shipped corn,

but price differences between Belle Glade and Central Florida were

nonsignificant.

The average size of shipaent froa Florida during the early

fall was between 200 and 300 crates, but this gradually declined to

a low of 53 crates by the second week of January. The average then

rose throughout the remainder of the season to a high of 700 crates

during July. Excluding the effect of the seasonal shipping patterns,

no significant differences were observed in average size shipaents

froB the three sales areas

„

When the Florida aarketing season was divided into two periods;

(1) the fall and winter, (October through the third week of February)

and (2) the spring (the reaainder of the year), large and aediia

sales firas were found to doainate shipaents during the fall and winter.

Large and aediua firas shipped 19.1 and 15.4 percent of their annual

shif^wnts, respectively, during this period but saall firas shipped

only 1 percent of their voluae then. Saall firas were relatively

aore iaportant in the spring when the South Florida and Central

Florida areas coaaenced shi{Mwnts.

Chain and wholesale buyers received over 90 percent of the

terainal aarket shipaents, with chains accounting for 45.5 percent

and wholesalers 44.7 percent. Terainal brokers received 7.5 percent

and Jobbers, retailers and governaent agencies received the reaaining

2.3 percent. South Florida firas sold 71.7 percent of their ship-

aents to chains, coapared to only 44 percent by firas in other areas.

South Florida firas sold less to wholesalers than other areas. Little
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difference was observed In the types of buyers to which large and

ediua sales firas sold sweet com, but saall firms tended to sell

ore than average to chains and less to wholesalers and teminal

brokers

.

The f.o.b. basis of sale, by far the most prevalent, was

used for 86,5 percent of the shipaents. Delivered and consigned

sales accounted for 9.4 and 2.8 percent, respectively. Price ar-

rival. Joint account and cash sales were observed only sporadically

and accounted for only 1.3 percent of the volume marketed. F.o.b.

shipments from Central Florida were 13 percent lower than from other

areas, but delivered and consigned shipments were higher. No signifi-

cant difference existed in the percentages of f.o.b. shipments marketed

in the fall and winter season and the spring season. Althou^ the

average percentage of consigned shipments was 1„4 percent higher

during weeks of declining prices than during weeks of rising prices,

the difference was nonsignificant. Small sales firms sold 95.3 per-

cent of their shipments on an f.o.b. basis, almost 10 percent more

than firms of other sizes. Consignments by medium firms were highest,

4.8 percent, compared to 2,5 percent by large and 0.1 percent by small

firms.

Interpackinghouse sales amounted to about 10 percent of the

shipments handled by the sales firms. Practically all of these were

observed in Belle Glade. The distribution of grades of the Inter-

packinghouse ssles was not substantially different from those observed

for other sales. Transactions between firms were analysed from the

standpoint of both selling and buying. Large sales firms accounted

for 75.2 percent of the interpackinghouse sales, but only 44.8 percent
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of the purchases. Ifediua flras, which accounted for only 18.1 per-

cent of the sales, accounted for 48.9 percent of the purchases.

Sales and purchases of the small flras were near equal.

Teralnal aarkets In the eastern areas of the United States

x^celved the largest proportion of the Florida sweet com shlpaents,

although substantial shipments were observed to Canada and western

areas during soae periods. The proportion of shipments received by

northern market areas was highest In the early fall and spring. The

highest percentage of shlpaents was received by southern areas during

the winter and shlpaents to western areas were highest during the

early spring.

The 34 teralnal aarkets In the Northeast area received 36.1

percent of the shlpaents. The six large Northeast aarkets, those

receiving 10,000 or aore crates, accounted for 81.5 percent of the

area's voluae and 29.6 percent of all Florida shlpaents. In the

North Central area 40 teralnal aarkets received 23.4 percent of the

shlpaents and the 37 teralnal aarkets In the South received 22.6

percent of the shlpaents. Thirteen teralnal aarkets In the Southwest

and 18 teralnal aarkets In the Midwest received 5.5 percent and 4.8

percent of the shlpaents, respectively. The eight teralnal aarkets

In the West received only 2.8 percent of the shlpaents and Canada

received the reaainlng 4.8 percent of the shlpaents.

The 15 large aarkets, which accounted for only 9.7 percent of

those observed, received 61 percent of the shlpaents. The three largest

aarkets. New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago, accounted for 24.6 percent

of all shlpaents. The 52 aedlua aarkets, which accounted for 33.5

percent of those observed, accounted for 33.8 percent of the shlpaents
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and the 88 saall Markets, or 56.8 percent, accounted for the reaainlng

5.2 percent of the shipaents.

The percentage of shipaents froa the Central Florida sales

area to the Northeast was considerably higher than froa other areas.

Shipaents to the South and Southwest were higher froa the Belle Glade

and South Florida areas, while all shipaents to the West were froa

those sales areas. Seasonal differences in shipaents and aarket receipt

patterns explained aost of these differences.

Shipaents by large sales firas to the Northeast averaged 10

percent leas and those to Canada 5 percent less than did aediua and

saall fira shipaents. Large firas doainated shipaents to other aarket

areas with the exception of the West where aediua firas sold aore.

Chain buyers purchased slightly less than one-half of the com handled

in the Northeast and South coapared to only one-fifth to one-third in

other areas. Wholesalers handled aore than one-half of the com in

the Canadian, Northeast and Western areas. The f.o.b. basis of sale

was predoainant in all aarket areas, but the Northeast, North Central

and Midwest received substantially less on an f.o.b. basis than did

other areas. Consigned sales were above average in the Northeast

and North Central, but they still accounted for only a saall percentage

of the areas ' receipts

.

The pattern of shipaents and aarket distribution of white com

was substantially different froa that of yellow. The Belle Glade sales

area shipped 94.8 percent of the white com, as coapared with 73.6

percent of all corn. The South Florida and Central Florida sales

areas shipped the reaaining 5.2 percent of the white com. There was

63.4 percent of the white com aarketed in the Southern aarketing area
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coapared to only 22.6 percent of all com. The Southwest also received

a higher than average proportion of white, but the percentage of yellow

exceeded that of white to all other market areas.

The purpose of the Marketing Order, which was adopted in

January, 1963, was to iaprove returns to growers through a aore orderly

Marketing sjratea. Specific provisions of the Order included quantity

regulation, quality control, inspection, container regulation, pro-

hibition of unfair trade practices, research and advertising. The

Order was established to be adainistered by an 11-aeaber Advisory

C(Hnittee, subject to the concurrence of the Coaaissioner of Agri-

culture.

The Florida Sweet Corn Exchange was a cooperative bargaining

association of growers. The Exchange acquired exclusive Marketing

rights through contracts with its aeabers and with handlers. Prices

and regulations as established by the Board of Directors were enforced

under contracts with "authorized sales firas." Coordination of the

activities of the Exchange and the Marketing Order was obtained by

having an overlapping of Exchange Directors and Advisory Coaaittee

aembers

.

In an evaluation of the Marketing Order and Exchange prograas,

30 percent of the sales fira managers indicated that their sales costs

had Increased sitKe these prograas were activated. The basis of sale

used was altered by 40 percent, but only 10 percent had changed their

terainal aarkets. One-half of the firas had changed the grades shipped

due to the Marketing Order o Thirty-five percent of the aanagers thought

the 1962-63 "aarketable allotaent" was too high, but 60 percent thought

it was about right. Seventy-five percent of the aanagers felt they
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benefited fro« the current advertising prograa and 80 percent felt It

should be expanded or kept at Its present level. Sixty percent of

the aanagers felt that the Exchange both raised and lowered prices

at various tlaes while 10 percent thought prices were only raised

and 15 percent thought prices were only lowered. Fifteen percent

bad no opinion or thought the Exchange had no effect on prices.

The theoretical econoalc aodel of the "organized collusive

oligopoly" or the "collusive oligopoly selling Identical products"

as explained by certain econoalc theorists was found to aost closely

approxlaate the conditions of the Florida sweet com Industry.

Number of sellers, degree of collusion and type of product did not

vary appreciably froa those of the aodel. The analysis theoreti-

cally developed how profits could be BaxlalKed In three tlae periods

—

short run, interaedlate period and long run.

In the short run costs were Irrelevant since all costs, with

the exception of harvesting and aarketlng costs, had already been

Incurred. Maxlalzlng revenue with a given potential Marketable output

thus becaae the short run problea. It was determined that revenue

was aaxlalzed at a price and marketable output level on the demand

schedule where elasticity was at, or as close as possible to, unity.

Attempts to maximize short run returns have been undertaken only In

a limited way. Flow-to-market regulations, probably the most ef-

fective short run supply control, have not been Invoked and minimum

grade requirements have generally been set at a level too low to

substantially affect supply. Harvesting holidays have had some

effect In spreading out shipments, but not much In reducing supply.

In the Intermediate period the supply schedule for a firm
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is that part of the Marginal cost schedule which exceeds the level

where Barglnal and average variable cost are equal. The industry

supply schedule is formed froa a suaaation of the fira supply

schedules. The optiaua industry price and output coabiaation is

obtained at a level where Marginal cost and Marginal revenue are

equated. Haxiaun industry profits are obtained when the aarketable

output of each firm is such that the Marginal costs of all firas

are equated with each other at the optiMUM level—where industry

Marginal cost and Marginal revenue are equal.

Liaited data do not indicate that the interaediate period ouV

put was substantially affected during the 1962-63 seasmi. Econoaic

analysis indicated that it is unlikely that optiaua industry price

and Marketable output levels will be reached due to a conflict of

fira and industry interest. This phenoMenon occurs because each

tiMe industry output is reduced and price rises, the incentive for

the fira is to deaand a larger quota. Assignaent of quotas to firas

on the basis of aarginal cost seeas unlikely since this would involve

a redistribution of industry profits as well as production.

Entry of new finas in the industry does not appear to be a

aajor factor in the long run adjustaents of the industry due to

inherent barriers to entry, plus those of the Marketing Order.

Priaary long run adjustaents are expected to be those of plant

size. The optiaua scale plant (productive and/or aarketing

unit) is one in which long run aarginal cost is equated with

Marginal revenue. Since firas are not free to vary output under

the Marketing Order, it is questionable if the optiaua Imig run

conditions will be closely approxiaated.
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Th« aarketlng season was divided into (1) a fall and winter

season and (2) a spring season on the basis of graphic analysis.

The distinct linear relationships which existed when the seasons

were considered separately were attributed to a seasonal shift

in deaand between the two seasons.

Ten independent variables were considered in a stepwise

linear multiple regression analysis to determine the factors that

explained variations in the f.o.b. prices of sweet com. Three

variables—Florida carlot shipments of the current week, the

average terminal market price on Monday and the average market

tone on Monday—were found to be significant. Although these

equations were effective in explaining price variations, they

were not satisfactory for estimating elasticities due to inter-

correlation between the independent variables. Simple linear

regression equations were used as a basis for computing elasticities.

Point elasticities in the price and marketable output range

in which the Industry normally operates were found to be elastic.

The elasticity at the mean shipment rate during the fall and winter

was -2.73 and during the spring it was -3.04. Unit elasticity in

the fall and winter was reached when marketable output exceeded 121.8

carlots and in the spring when it exceeded 840.2 carlots.

Based on these elasticities, restriction of marketable output

would have increased total revenue during only three weeks of the

fall and winter season between 1960-61 and 1962-63. During the 45

fall and winter weeks when output was below 121.8 carlots per week,

total revenue would have been increased by expanding output. During

the spring total revenue could not have been increased by limiting
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output at any tine, except during the aonth of May. However, total

revenue could have been increased during one-half of the 12 May weeks

considered If Marketable output had been llaited. It was concluded

that efforts to Increase short run benefits should be directed

primarily at the high voluae weeks of May. It is questionable if

short run returns during other periods can be Increased by liaiting

arketable output unless shipaent levels are exceptionally high.
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Gainesville, Florida

Fin

Address

Enunerator

Date
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FIRST HANDLERS OF FLORIDA SWEET CORN

1. Nnw and position of person Interviewed.

2. Tjrpe of orKsnlBStlon of sales fli

Cooperative~~~~~~~~~
Corporaticm
Proprietorship
Partnership

3. What voluae of sweet com did this flra handle In 1962-63 season?

(a) Crates

(b) What percent Increase or decrease Is this over:

Incresse Decrease

5 years ago? % %

10 years ago,7

4. How aany growers supplied sweet com to this flra In 1962-63?

(a) Nuaber _________^____

(b) What percent was supplied by the:

(1) largest? %

(2) SMllest? %

5. What were the teras of business between this flra snd the growers

for sweet corn?

(a) Direct purchases %

(b) Agent for grower,
or If co-op:

Agent for aeabers

Agent for nonaeabers %

(c) %
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6. What services were perforaed for and what charges made to the grower
of sweet corn?

Services



in

10. What are the first and second aost l^>ortant sources of aarket
inforaatlon for sweet com?

Local U.S.D.A. market reports

Newspapers

TT wire service
(NA If not available)

Terminal aarket U.S.D.A. market reports

Telephone from terminal market buyers

Other local salesmen

Local buyers

11. Is your market Information on sweet com adequate?

(a) Yes No

Comments

(b) Has the type or amount of market Information needed been
affected by operation of the sweet com marketing order or
the Exchange?

Tm no

Comments
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12, Did this flra have its own advertising and prtmotlonal progrnu for
sveet com In 1962-63?

(a) Yes No

If so, briefly describe the prograa

13. Did you feel the advertising activities of the sweet com ct

ittee benefited your sales prograa in 1962-637

(a) Yes Ko

Why

(b) In the future should the prograa be:

Expanded Eliainated
Decreased About the sane

Why ^

14. How aany of the growers who delivered sweet com to this fira were

bers of the Florida Sweet Com Exchange in 1962-63?

15. How aany firas which act as first handlers of sweet com have

entered the industry in the: (Belle Glade-Pahokee area) over

the past 10 years. (South Florida area )

(Central Florida area )

(a) Nuaber __^

(b) How aany have discontinued to act as first handlers?

Nuaber
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(c) Would you consider it difficult to establish a successful
sales film haadling sweet com in this area?

Very easy easy difficult
Very difficult

Why

(d) Has the sweet com aarketing order or the Exchange affected
ease of entry?

Yes No

Why

16. In the years laaediately prior to the operation of the sweet com
arketing order and the Exchange, what was the level of the shipping-
point price of sweet com based upon primarily? (Indicate 1 and
2 In iaportance)

(a) Local price leader

Chain store price

Quoted terainal price

Local supply

Rate of aoveaent

(b) If local price leader Mentioned, who was it?
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17. In what ways were your selling functions in 1962-63 altered froa
previous years with respect to:

Sales cost: Higher Saae Lower

Area of sale: Different Sai

Type of sale: Different Sai

Grades shipped: Different Saae

Non-price coapetition (adTertlslng, etc.): Different Saae

Other changes:
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18. What opinion, if any, did your cuatoaMrs expreas concerning the
pricing activitiea of the Sweet Corn Exchange

19. Since aost firas in thia area are in close proximity and have
a good idea of the activities of others, do you feel the Exchange
raised, lowered or did not affect the sweet com price relative
to what it would otherwise have been during certain periods?

(a) Raised Period

Lowered Period

No change Period

Why

(b) Were the Exchange prices too high or too low during certain
periods?

Too high Period

Too low Period

Why

20. Were the aarketing quotas set by the Marketing order in 1962-63

(a) Too high Too low About right

Coaaents
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(b) Are the 1963-64 quotas

Too high Too low About right

(c) What changes are needed in the policy of establishing
Marketing quotas?

21. The aarketing order has a provision for the entry of new growers
into the industry. Does this encourage:

Fewer new growers More new growers Hakes no difference

Why
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PAIRED AND POOLED t TESTS
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The paired and pooled t tests were used to test for signifl-

cant differences between average prices or average shipaents where

a coaparison of two paraaeters was possible. The pooled t test was

used priaarily to test between seasonal differences, for exaaple, to

determine if a significant difference existed between the percentage

of "percentage grade" com shipped during the fall and winter season

and the spring season. In all such tests the observatimis fell into

two aeasurable samples.

The paired t test was used where paired observations were

made on soae parameter, for example, to determine if a significant

difference existed between the mean prices in Belle Glade and South

Florida. In such tests the observations normally fell in only two

classifications. In a few instances some observations fell in a

third classification, but this was not frequent enough to substantially

affect the validity of the tests.

An assumption of the test is that the sample is composed of

random observations. Data used in these tests are based on weekly

averages from a strstifled random start systematic sample. Although

these data were not actually random, they will approximate a random

sample. It was realized that all the assumptions of these tests were

not fully met; nevertheless, these statistical analyses provided a

better measure of parameter differences than would otherwise have

been possible.

Statistical tests using the pooled t are shown in Table

49 and tests using the paired t are shown in Table 50.
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Table 49.—Pooled t test of weekly percentages, by seasonal and price direction
differences, 19 Florida sweet com sales firms, 1962-63 seastm

Type of Test N^ Kg x^-x^ Zx^ E ^^ ^p ^a *

Percentage of "percentage
grade" in Fall and Winter
vs. Spring 20 20 4.7 3,121 419 93.1 3.10 1.52

Percentage Chain in Fall and
Winter vs. Spring 20 19 -.1 5,923 911 184.7 4.35 .02

Percentage Wholesaler in

Fall and Winter vs. Spring 20 19 6.2 5,426 1,034 174.6 4.20 1.48

Percentage f.o.b. in Fall and
Winter vs. Spring 20 20 3.3 1.719 1,127 74.9 2.74 1.20

Percentage Consigned During
Rising and Falling Prices 20 19 1.4 153 260 11.2 1.07 1.34

Table 50.--Paired t test of weekly prices, sbipaent sizes and percentages, by
grade, sales area and type corn differences, 19 Florida sweet corn

sales firms, 1962-63 seascm

Type of Test N \-^ ^*lj""2i^ [^^'h.j~*2j^J ^3 *

Price of Fancy vs. 85-89
Percent Fancy 27 -41.2 139,740

Price of Fancy vs. 75-84

Percent Fancy 17 -77.0 133,446

Percentage of White Ship-
ments vs. all Shipments 39

Price in Belle Glade
vs. South Florida

Price in Belle Glade
vs. Central Florida

Shiiment Size in Belle
Glade vs. South Florida 16 29.8 331,601

Shipment Size in Belle
Glade vs. Central Florida 7 121.7 348,962

**Signif icant at the 1 percent level.

*Significant at the 5 percent level,

39
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Area or
State

(Xilo

Wisconsin

SOUTH
Alabama

Florida

Georgia

Temlnal Market and
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SELECTION OF INOGPENDENT VARIABLES FOR

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
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Stepwise Multiple Regresalon Model

Ten independent variables were considered for the development

of a miltiple regression equation to explain variations in sweet com

prices at the f.o.b. level. Data on the one dependent and ten inde-

pendent variables were collected froa secondary sources. The step-

wise aniltiple regression was used to select the variables which were

significant in explaining price variations froa the ten considered.

The general statistical aodel of the stepwise aultiple linear re-

gression is shown below.

Y = a + b. x._ .... b X + e.w i iw y yw i

Where:

Y = Estiaate of f.o.b. price for week w.

a = Intercept of Y axis.

b = Coefficient of the effect of the ith
^ independent variable.

X = Value of the ith independent variable
for week w.

e. - Randoai error or residtial.

The IBM 1401-709 coa^>uter was used to carry out the stepwise

regression prograa. This prograa first selected the independent

variable that best explained variations in the dependent variable.

In the following steps the independent variables that rendered

the greatest reducticm in the residual suas of squares were selected.
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A more coaplete explanation of this aethod is given by Schults and

Coggan.

New regression coefficients were coaputed for all independent

variables at each step. Each additional regression coefficient was .

tested by the null hypothesis to deteraine whether the effect of the

coefficient was zero. This was done by testing whether the reduction

in the residual sums of squares was significant by using the f test

shown below.

_ additional reduction aean square
residual aean square

A significant f value froa this test indicated that the

null hypothesis Bust be rejected, thus the regression coefficient had

2
an effect which was greater than zero.

The Bultiple correlation coefficient, which was coaputed at

each step when a variable was added, aeasured the closeness of fit

of the regression plane to the observed data. The square of the

correlation coefficient, the coefficient of deteraination, was used

to indicate the proportion of the total suas of squares that was

3
attributable to the independent variable or variables.

Classification and Sources of Variables

In order to siaplify the process of variable selection.

^Fred E. Schultz and Jaaes F. Coggan, A Systeaatic Procedure

for Deteraining Patent Independent Variables in Multiple Regression

and Discriainant Anal7^l7 (Auburn, Alabaaa: Alabaaa Agricultural

Experiaent Station Bulletin 336, Noveaber 1961).

2
Steel and Torrie, op. cit . , pp. 287-288.

^Ibid. , pp. 187, 286.
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the independent variables were classified according; to the general

paraaeter which they aeasured. The variables were classified into

four groups—Measures of current supply, measures of lagged supply,

easures of price and aeasures of market expectation. The variables,

their classification and their sources are shown below.

lleasures of Current Supply

X — Carlot shipments of sweet corn from Florida
during week w.

Source — sum of Florida rail and truck ship-
ments adjusted to a standard 675 crate rail load.

X- ~- Carlot shipments of sweet com in the United
States during week w.

Source — sum of United States rail and truck
shipments adjusted to a standard 675 crate rail
load.^

Xg — Carlot shipments from the Belle Glade area during
week w.

Source — sum of the daily shi^wents from Monday
through Sunday of week w as quoted in the Belle
Glade Market Report.

Measures of Lagged Supply

X3 — Carlot shipments of sweet corn from Florida
during week w-1.

Source — same as x with values lagged
one week.

X. — Carlot shipments of sweet com in the United
States during week w-1.

Source — same as x^ with values lagged one week.

X — Carlot quantities available in 16 cities on
Monday of week w.

Source — sum of "on track" and "arrivals"
by rail and truck in 16 cities on Monday as
quoted in the Belle Glade Market Report.

4
Donald L. Brooke, Florida Truck Crop Competition , op. clt ., p. 7,

5
Ibid.

g
USDA, AMS, Federal-State Market News Service, op. clt .

7
Ibid.
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X — Carlot sblpaents from the Belle Glade area
^ during Thursday through Sunday of week w-1,

Source — sua of the dally shlpaents froa
Thursday through Sunday of week w-1 as

quoted In the Belle Glade Market Report.

Measures of Price

X — Terminal aarket price on Monday of week w.

Source — siaple average of available quoted
aarket prices for yellow 5 dozen Fancy sweet
corn in 11 terainal aarkets as quoted in the
Belle Glade Market Report.

X — Florida f.o.b. price |>er crate of sweet com
* for week w-1.

Source — siaple average of the Monday through
Friday f.o.b. prices of yellow Fancy grade sweet
com for week w-1 as quoted in the Belle Glade
Market Report.

Measure of Market Expectation

X — Average aarket tone on Monday of week w.

Source — siaple average of assigned values
for 10 aarket tones used in 11 terainal
aarkets as quoted in the Belle Glade Market
Report on Monday of week w.^^

®Ibid.

*Ibid.

l^Ibld.

Assigned values used to calculate the average aarket tone
were as shown.

Quoted Market
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Dependent Variable

y — Florida f.o.b. price per crate of sweet com
for week w.

Source — sane as x except coaputed for
week w.

Selection of Variables

For the purpose of variable selection, single-year aultiple

regression analysis was used for each season. Each of the three

single-year regression probleas for the fall and winter had 16

weekly observations, and each of the three probleas for the spring

had 14 weekly observations.

When the first four independent variables selected in the

stepwise prograa were considered, it was found that only cme

variable was selected froa each classification with the exception

of both seasons of 1962-63. An exaalnation of the selected

variables, their regression coefficients and levels of statistical

significance indicated one variable within each classification

best explained price variations over the seasons (Table 51). Each

of these selected variables is discussed separately.

Measures of Current Supply

The X variable, Florida shipaents during week w, was found

to be the aost significant aeasure of current supply. This variable

best explained price variations in three of the six seasonal analyses

and all regression coefficients were significant at the 1 percent

confidence level (Table 1)<, The x variable. United States ship-

aents, week w, was significant at the 1 percent level for both

seasons In 1962-63.
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Table 51.—Independent variables and regression coefficients selected
through step four of the stepwise regression analysis,

1960-61 through 1962-63
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variable best explained price varlaticms In three of the six seasonal

analyses. United States ahlpaeats were found to be significant in

two seasons, but as was discussed earlier. United States and Florida

shipaents were highly correlated so little difference would be

expected with either of these variables.

Measures of Price

The X variable, terminal market price on Monday, best ex-

plained price variations at the f.o.b. level. This variable was

selected by the stepwise analysis in four of the six seasons as

shown in Table 1. One coefficient was significant at the 1 per-

cent and one at the 5 percent confidence level.

Measure of Market Expectations

The X variable, terminal market tone on Monday, entered

in one of the first four steps of the regression analysis in five

of the six seasons considered. Two of the regression coefficients

were significant at the 1 percent and one at the 5 percent con-

fidence level.

Intercorrelation of Independent Variables

Based on the foregoing analyses, four Independent variables

were selected for further use in developing regression equations.

The selected variables were x — Florida carlot shipments during

week w, x — Florida carlot shipments during week w-1, x —
3 5

terminal market price on Monday and x _ — market tone on Monday.

It should be noted that the correlation between the selected
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variable and other independent variables witbin eacb classification

was high as shown in Table 52. In the fall and winter aost of

the intercorrelation coefficients fell between .85 and .95 while

in the spring all the coefficients fell between .93 and .99.

These results further substantiated the logic of considering only

the Bost significant variable in each class.

Table 52.—Correlation coefficients between the selected independent
variables, the dependent variable and other independent variables

within major classifications, 1960-61 through 1962-63
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Additional preliainary analysis of the independent variables

indicated that a high level of positive correlation existed between

the current supply variable and the lagged supply variable. The

siaple correlation coefficients between the x and x variables

were .24, .76 and .78 for the fall and winter season and .96, .94

and .91 for the spring season. The use of two independent variables

with this high level of correlatiim would be redundant and introduce

an interaction effect. Since the correlation between the dependent

variable and the x variable was higher than that with the x^

variable (Table 52), it was decided to use the aeasure of current

supply and eliainate the aeasure of lagged supply.

Regression Equations

Two approaches were used in developing the regression

equations based on the three independent variables. First, single-

year equations were coaq>uted for each season each year. In the

second approach, data froa the three years were coabined in the

seasonal analyses.

In the single-year analyses each fall and winter problea

had IS degrees of freedoa and each winter problea had 13 degrees

of freedoa. Two priaary weaknesses were evident in these analyses —

(1) the Xg and x regression coefficients were nonsignificant in

several equations and (2) the equations would not satisfactorily

explain price variations for years other than the one froa which

they were developed.

Data froa all years were coabined in the three-year analysis

to yield 47 degrees of freedoa in the fall and winter and 41 degrees
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freedoa In the spring. This analysis overcaae both of the weaknesses

observed for the single-year analysis. All regression coefficients

were significant at the 1 percent confidence level and the equations

explained price variations satisfactorily during all years. The

three-year regression equations are presented and discussed in

Chapter VIII.
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